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Rival Fresno State only obstacle to bowl game
By Melinda Latham
Daily Stafj Writer
For 12 years and eight games, Fresno
State University has cast a dark shadow over Spartan football. The last
time the Spartans came out victorious
against the Bulldogs was back in 1990
with a 42-7 win.
That year was also the last time San
Jose State University went to a bowl
game the California Raisin bowl,

which they won, beating Central
Michigan, 48-24.
History has a chance to repeat itself
on Saturday.
The victor in this weekend’s game
against Fresno State will be eligible to
compete in the Silicon Valley Football
Classic on Dec. 31 at Spartan
Stadium, likely against the No. 6 team
from the PAC-10 conference.
Silicon Valley Football Classic
Executive Director Chuck Shelton

said advancing to the bowl game
would carry SJSU to the highest level
of competition in Division I -A football.
"Division I -A football is built
around the bowl system," Shelton
said. "It’s the end-of-the-year reward
for success."
SJSU football head coach Fitz Hill
said this game was crucial for the team
and for fans.
"I’m putting out a personal challenge

for all of the _Spartan fans to come
out," he said. "We’re going to put the
greatest effort we’ve had all year into
this game."
All the effort is aimed not only
toward defeating rival team Fresno
Statc but finishing with a winning
season and moving up in the ranks.
Lawrence Fan, sports information
director for SJSU, said there are 28
bowl games in the country featuring
the top 56 teams. Usually a team must

win the majority of their games to
reach to entering a bowl game, and a
Spartan victory on Saturday would
give them a 7-6 record and meet that
requirement.
"There is prestifie for being rewarded for the season, Fan said.
The reward would come after a long
ycar tbr the Spartans, who have logged
over 23,000 miles traveling from game
to game in a 13-game season without
a bye week and only lour home games.

Faith, family
center stage
in athlete’s life

Josh Francois, assistant athletics director of marketing at SJSU, said a win
would also give SJSU the reward of
standing alone among other
California State University schools.
"Fresno and San Diego State
University are the only other Division
I -A football programs in the CSU," he
said. "San Diego State is out (of bowl
competition), and if we beat Fresno,
Sec

FOOTBALL, page 7

Schoolyard
habitat at
SJSU

By Chris Giovannetti
Daily Sports Editor

Botany Garden serves as
quiet study area

At 5:30 a.m. the alarm goes off.
Every day.
For the next hour, Scott Sonnenberg rehabs an injured
shoulder.
Every day.
From 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. Sonnenberg hits the books
scripture, not schoolwork
Every day.
For the next 12 hours, he scours Las Vegas in an effort
to spread the word of the Mormon Church to believers
and nonbelievers.
Every day.
No breaks, no down time. One day off each week.
For two years, that was Sonnenberg’s life as a missionary for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.
The senior guard on the San Jose State University
family,
men’s basketball team forewent everything
friends and his budding college basketball career to
spread the word of God.
It was more than a labor of love.
It was, and is, his life.
"The fact was that (religion) means more to me than
basketball does," said Sonnenberg, who was a regular
contributor to the Brigham Young University basketball
team as a freshman during the 1996-1997 season.
"Hearing from one person that you’ve made a difference
in their life is more monumental than hearing 15,000
people cheer you at BYU stadium."
To say Sonnenberg is a rarity among college studentathletes is an understatement.
He’s 25 years old.
He’s married.
He would easily give up his sport for his religion.
"We had a banquet last weekend for all of the guys and
their families to get to know each other, and no one really knew Scott’s wife," Spartan point guard Brandon
Hawkins said of Sonnenberg’s wife, Lisa. "So Scott
stands up and says, ’I’d like everyone to meet my wife.’
All of the guys just looked at him. There were like,
’you’re married Scott? Stop playin.’ It was pretty funny. I
wished I had camera to get the reaction from some of
the guys."
Sonnenberg may be walking a different path than the
rest of his teammates, but it’s a difference that he says is
purely cosmetic.
"I’ve never thought that was less or not included. It’s
a credit to the guys that I was never looked on as some-

By Lea Blevins
Daily Staff Writer
Amid buildings, parking garages and parking lots
rests a piece of nature with trees, bushes, flowers and
animals on campus.
The Botany Garden, located between Duncan and
MacQuarrie halls, was planted by professors and students in the botany department in the mid-1990s,
said Carol Setter, the botany lab manager.
The 4,000-square -foot garden is home to plants
native to California and was certified in May by the
National Wildlife Foundation as a Schoolyard
Habitat.
"It gives it a little bit morc protective status, and
then it also recognizes that it is sort of a natural habitat," said Rodney Myatt, a biological sciences professor.
Thc path in the garden is hidden by trees and
appears a little rough around the edges compared to
the rest of San Jose State University’s landscape.
Fallen leaves clutter the path and the soil, which
helps to make thc soil richer, Setter said. It also has a
birdbath, two benches and a trashcan made to look
like a log. Tall trees and bushes loom above smaller
plants, some with colorful leaves or berries.
Myatt and Setter have been working on the garden
since it was started. Setter is onc of the garden’s primary caretakers and was at SJSU when the garden
was planted.
"I was against it," Setter said."’ Icnew who it would
fall on in the long run."
Setter said she has now grown to enjoy the garden
and gets help from her assistant and from students in
the natural history club. The facilities and grounds
workers on campus help with bigger tasks such as
tree -trimming.
People who are interested in taking a further look
at the garden can walk around thc path that circles
the inside.
"I was actually looking for a shortcut, and I found
that it didn’t go through," said Lizzie Joeston, an
English sophomore. "I saw a bench and decided to sit
down."
To be certified by the National Wildlife
Foundation AS a schoolyard habitat, Setter said she
and her colleagues had to ensure thc garden met certain criteria. Thc garden has to be a source of food
and water for animals and provide a place to live. To
be a schoolvard habitat, a portion ot the curriculum
must include thc garden.
At least four classes, including botany and ecology,

See SONNENBERG, page 4
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English major Lizzie loesten did her homework in the Botany Garden by Duncan Hall Tuesday.

See GARDEN, page 6

Silver trade’s role in globalization Retirement party
set for dorms
Forum discusses metal’s
impact on world economy
By Justine DaCosta
Daily Staff Writer

1
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Basketball player Scott Sonnenberg draws support from his wife Lisa, who is considered the
unofficial team mom for the Spartan men’s teem.

Two prokssors from the University
of thc Pacific joined San Jose State
University students, faculty and staff
members Wednesday to discuss the
history of silver trade and the impact
it had in forming a global economy.
The event was part of the weeklong
International Education Week at
SJSU put on by the Global Studies
Institute, the history department and
Phi Alpha Theta.
Dozens of people stood in the back
of the packed Umunhum room ot the
Student Union while Dennis O.
Flynn, professor of economics at

leLturc that (iiraldez would he on
hand to answer specific questions
relating to geography and history.
Flynn, who has been studying the
history of silver trade since 1974, said
there is a misconception surrounding
the beginning of A global economy.
Ile said that while many people
believe globalization was a result of
War World II, he anti Giraldez
believe it originated more than five
centuries ago as the pmduct of silver
trade.
Silver WAS instrumental in forming
economic unity between Europe,
Asia, Southeast Asia and regions of
UOP, and Arturo Giraldez, protessor the Pacific, Flynn said.
"This is the birth of globalization,"
of Spanish literature at UOP, presented their lecture titled, "Cycles of he said.
The supply of silver became abunSilver: Economic Unity Through the
dant in thc 16th century when
Nlid-18th Century."
Flynn, who delivered the speech,
See SILVER, page 7
announced at thc beginning of the

"When I read the title (c!f the
lecture), I wasn’t interested.
But these presenters know so
much. Now I want to know
more. It’s like knowledge
walking around"
Pilar Dixon,
International House
office manager

Groundbreaking slatedj61- January
By Anne Ward
Daily Stall Writer
Spring is usually thought of as a time of growth and
when seedlings break ground.
This Spring semester, however, students at San Jose
State University will see a different type of growth that
will begin with a different type of groundbreaking.
It will begin with the demolition of three of the red
brick residence halls: Moulder Hall, Markham Hall and
Allen Hall, located at 10th and East San Salvador
streets.
"Actually, we’re aying that wc are ’retiring’ the building, because some people said the word ’demolition’ was
too harsh," said Susan Hansen, director of University

See DORMS, page 6
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CENTURY DIGITAL BOY

Pioneers of rock need solid heirs to carry torch
Last Thursday 1 Wilb fortunate enough to be at
Shoreline Amphitheater to see Aerosmith in their most
recent Bay Area appearance.
The show was spectacular.
After all these years, Aerosmith still rocks harder and
better than most younger bands.
My brother, who was at the show with me, had just seen
the Rolling Stones the week before, and he said the same
thing of that concert.
Aerosmith and the Stones have been around for 30 and
40 years, respectively, and are arguably two of the greatest rock bands of all time. These two, along with bands
like AC/DC and the Eagles, form the backbone of what
rockn’roll is about.
The only problem here is these bands are in the twilight
years of their careers.
I saw AC/DC at the Shark Tank two years ago, and I
noticed that even the unstoppable Angus Young is beginning to slow down.
After the Aerosmith show, I couldn’t help but wonder
what will happen when the old guard of rock finally lays
down its arms. Who will be left to fill the void?
The possibilities for bands to be the torch bearers of

rock are few and far between, and they certainly don’t rock are constantly changing.
inspire awe and cause random adrenaline rushes in me
Last spring I saw punk legend Bad Religion in San
the way Sammy Hagar or Judas Preist do.
Francisco, and I would have to say that over the years
Kid Rock opened for Aerosmith, and while some of his they have not lost their edge.
What got me about this show was the
songs are mildly entertaining, with his
crowd. It was largely high school kids who
cursing and his strippers/dancers on
had paid full price just to see the opening
stage with him, the truly old-school
bands: Hot Water Music, and Less Than
Aerosmith fans were nothing short of
Jake. That guess was affirmed after the latter
offended.
band left the stage and nearly half of the
I overheard one fan saying, "What
crowd cleared out, as if there was no interest
happened to the days when they had
in seeing one of the greatest American punk
opening bands that people actually
bands of all time.
cared about?"
I was depressed that these kids didn’t have
This just highlighted the strange
a clue where the music they so loved came
dichotomy of the fans that were at the
from.
show. There were kids rapping along
MIKE CORPOS
It is old-school bands like Bad Religion, or
with Kid Rock and their parents who
Iron Maiden, or the Rolling Stones, or Aerosmith that
were there to rock out with Aerosmith.
I would have to agree with this mystery fan, but I will influence the newer bands.
The current crop of new rock bands often seems like
take his concerns a bit further. I am worried that once the
old guard of rock’n’roll leaves us, we will be left with a nothing more than unimaginative complaint rock, and
many of these bands look like they were created in some
mere shell of what rock once was.
Another concert experience showed me how things in record company exec’s office rather than in a garage.

Letter I
Reader disagrees with Bush’s Iraq policy
Dear Editor,
In response to last week’s column, "Texas justice has
no place in international affairs" by Mike Corpos, I
believe President Bush’s ways of solving personal matters
with Iraq is, as Corpos describes, "To attack Iraq is ill
thought-out, and his unilateral approach threatens to
undermine the entire purpose of the United Nations."
Bush needs to let the United Nations do their job by
sending in weapons inspectors into Iraq. If these inspectors do find that Iraq is in violation of the security terms
with the United Nations, then I fear Bush would attack.
Why should thousands of American and Iraqi soldiers
lose their lives over a conflict between President Bush
and Saddam Hussein?

It is childish the way our president is so eager to attack
Iraq. By acting on his own actions to attack Iraq rather
than getting approval from the United Nations, he is
setting up the entire country to go to war. War is the last
thing this country needs - we already lost enough lives
on Sept. 11,2001.
Sincerely,
Roland Canales
freshman
undeclared

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three workin_g days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daib, office in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
Spartan Complex, Room 219. For FRIDAY
TODAY
more information call 924-5043.
Sj!SU Catholic Campus Ministry
SjSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will be held at the SJSU
Daily Mass will be held at the SJSU Health Education
CCM Chapel located at 10th and San
CCM Chapel located at 10th and San Department/Student Health
Carlos streets next to Robert’s
Carlos streets next to Robert’s Center
Smoking Cessation class: session Bookstore. Mass times are 12:10 p.m.
Bookstore. Mass times are 12:10 p.m.
Monday-Friday and at 11 a.m. and 5 four from noon to 1 p.m. in the Monday-Friday and at 11 a.m. and 5
p.m. on Sunday. For more information Health building, Room 208. For p.m. on Sunday. For more information
more information call 924-6117.
contact Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
contact Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
School of Art and Design
The school of art and design will be
having student galleries and art ad.&
bitions through Friday. The exhibition
will run ftom 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Art and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill or
Nicole at 924-4330.
Nu Alpha Kappa Fratemity Inc.
NACO Comedy Jam 2 begins at 7
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
For more information contact David
Sanchez at 515-8617.
A.S. Campus Recreation
Intramural Sports special event: badminton tournament - begins at 7
p.m. in SPX44A. For more information contact Rita Chandler at 9246266.
Career Center
The Career Center will be taking
drop-in appointments from 11:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Career Center,
Building F. For more information contact the Career Resource Center at
924-6031.
The Listening Hour Concert Series
Saxophone ensemble - student
highlights from the studio of William
Trimble. Concert runs from 12:30
p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building Concert Hall. For more information contact Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.
A.S. Child Development Center
There will be a Scholastic book fair
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the A.S. Child
Development Center at 460 S. 8th St.
For more information contact Fran at
924-6988.
School of Music and Dance
SJSU School of Music and Dance
presents: Company One performing
Racy Rhythm. Starts at 7 p.m. in

Asian Pacific Islander American
Commencement
The largest Asian graduation celebration on thc SJSU campus. Come
find out how you can be a part of it.
Come to APIAC’s general meeting
from 4p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the
Pacifica room in the Student Union.
Pizza and refreshments will be provided. Form ore information e-mail
Hien Huynh at apiac@hotmail.com.
International Programs and
Services
There will be a study abroad general information meeting at 4 p.m.
in the Council Chambers room in
the Student Union. For more information contact Ali at 924-5931.
Counseling Services
Overcoming the doormat syndrome, from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in
the Administration building, Room
201. For more information contact
Susan VerHalen 924-5910.
Counseling Services
SJSU counseling services will be
having a general process group from
3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Administration building, Room
201. For more information contact
Kell Fujimoto at 924-5910.
SJSU HIV/AIDS Committee
"AIDS from a global perspective"
forum from noon to 2 p.m. in the
Spartan Memorial chapel. For more
Martha
information
contact
O’Connell at 288-8509.
Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
ABSK is having a Bible study at 7
p.m. in the Guadalupe room in the
Student Union. For more information contact Bryan at 255-7701.
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School of Art and Design
The school of art and design will be
having student galleries and art exhibitions. The exhibition will run from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For more
information contact Bill or Nicole at
924-4330.
A.S. Child Development Center
There will be a Scholastic book fair
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the A.S. Child
Development Center at 460 S. 8th St.
For more information contact Fran at
924-6988.
School of Music and Dance
SJSU School of Music and Dance
presents: Company One performing
Racy Rhythm. First session starts at
11 a.m., second session at 7 p.m. in
Spartan Complex, Room 219. For
more information call 924-5043.
Counseling Services
Getting along: Communicating in
relationships. From 1 p.m. to 2:30
p.m. in the Administration building,
Room 201. For more information
contact Stephanie Burns at 924-5910.

Rock has been dumbed down to play to the masses
instead of the rebellious crowd it once ruled.
There are many new softer rock bands that just don’t
have the hard driving edgc that rock bands once had.
Take Creed for instance - they seem angry in their
music, but their image is too pretty-boy to really get them
into the hearts of true rock fans.
Change is never easy, and in rock’n’roll, things are never
steady for long.
We had Elvis and we had the Beatles, the pioneers of
rock.
Then we had the likes of Hendrix and Black Sabbath
who took rock to new heights.
Now we don’t really have any front-runners to carry
rock into the future, meanwhile the greats of rock won’t
be hanging on for too much longer.
After that we’ll just have to see.
Whatever happens in rock’s future, to quote AC/DC:
"Rock’n’roll will never die."
Mike Corpos is the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor.
’Digital Boy’ appears Thursdays.

PRACTICING TROUBLEMAKER

Pop realizations brought
forth by karaoke night
Some of my left field choices, such As MUSIC from the preBefore the dramatic keyboards came on, the microphone
tentious Mego label in Austria, have been sharing space with
was in my hand and I was master of the stage.
My backup band, a giant sound system pumping music a CD-R of Kylie Minogue.
And I like Missy Elliot.
through loud speakers, began with the glittery and syntheThe hipsters might be cool with her, but I haven’t reached
sized strings from late ’70s disco.
Everyone lcnew what I was about to sing, encouraging me that level yet.
When she sings, "I put my thang down, flip it and reverse
to shalce my bottom while I was at it.
The adrenaline was rushing. This was the fourth song in it," and then actually flips it and reverses it, I get excited that
my set - an amount just below the number of drinks I had someone in hip-hop actually seems to be having fun.
It’s also a sign that pop music might be entering a new
earlier in the evening.
My pop moment began soon after I engulfed the audience cycle. Christina and Justin have top-10 albums, but teen
mania seems to have ended.
with my annoying voice, singing, "You
Eminem is number one, but that’s OK
think you gotta keep me iced/You
because he’s a smart boundary pusher, and
don’t/You thirilc I’m gonna spend your
people get more from his music than trite
cash/I won’t/Even if you were brolcr/My
love stories or monotonous dance beats.
love don’t cost a thing."
And isn’t that what good pop music is all
I could do my best to claim it was the
about?
alcohol allowing me to sing Jennifer Lopez
Brian Wilson reached a plateau with the
shamelessly at the Icaraoke bar.
masterpiece, "Good Vibrations," attempting
I could also say I was being ironic - the
to go further by singing about vegetables and
music snob, poking fun at himself in front
wind chimes on the Smile album.
of his excellent colleagues.
He had a nervous breakdown of sorts, and
Unfortunately, that would be incorrect.
it was never released.
Last Friday, I proucUy sang "Love Don’t
ALI
FARD
But trying things wildly different than before
Cost A Thing," and it symbolized the conis what keeps pop music going.
tinuing descent of my musical elitism.
Somehow I don’t believe ’Nsync or the Backstreet Boys are
Once upon a time (the late ’90s, I would say), Billboard
music charts were covered with teen bubble gum and angry capable of competing for musical supremacy the way the
Beach Boys and the Beatles did in the ’60s - even comparbiscuits.
Earlier, I could somehow CXCUSC pop revivalists like the ing the pairs might be slightly sacrilegious.
When Christina took off her clothes in the "Dirrty" video,
Spice Girls and Hanson as novelty. But when ’Nsync,
Britney Spears, Creed and others started selling records - a some of us were tumed on while others were terribly concerned. "But she can sing!" the masses said. None of these
whole lot of records - I had to seek refuge.
After all, I’ve always loved pop music. My first cassette tape things stop her from being incredibly boring and unoriginal.
That’s the problem I’ve been having with pop music as of
single was "Hangin’ Tough" by New Kids On The Block
Back when MTV was actually playing videos, I forced my late. It’s not providing anything new. There’s nothing chal
sister to help me understand Madonna, Prince and Michael lenging for the ears.
When I sang, "All that matter’s is/That you treat roc
Jacicson, hiding behind our couch when the "’Thriller" video
right/Give me all the things I neecVThat money can’t buy,"
would come on.
Since then, I’ve become much more interested in bands I was serenading to all the pop stars of the future.
Please, please me, pop stars.
below the radar of Billboard’s bloated thermometer of pop.
Lock yourselves in a basement, do lots of drugs and make
It’s important for me to be challenged by music that’s
strangely beautiful or stimulating for longer than the num- me hear things I’ve never heard before - the way the old
schoolers used to do.
ber of minutes that exist in a pop moment.
It’s starting to feel emptier without great pop moments.
Out of the 10 or so albums I listen to each month, their
For me, that’s a strange sign.
ranges cover the ghosts of pop’s past, present and future.
This weelc, I’m listening to the Beach Boys’ unreleased
Smile album sessions, which hasn’t left my five-disc changer
for over a month, I’m proud to say, along with new records
Alifard the
by Spoon, Badly Drawn Boy and Will Oldham.
Spartan Daily Arts and Entertainment Editor
But my musical elitism has been committing suicide quite
’Practicing Troublemaker’ appears Thursdays
a bit lately.
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Chicano Commencement
Committee
Please join us for an informal meeting to continue the process of planning a tradition. All Fall 2002 and
Spring 2003 graduates are invited.
Meeting starts at 6:15 p.m. in the
Pacheco room in the Student Union.
For more information e-mail Natalia
or Adrian at
commencement_03@yahoo.com.
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Golden Key International Honour
Society
First general meeting from 2:30 p.m.
to 3:30 p.m. in the Career Center,
Building F. For more information contact Stacie Haro at 924-6041.
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International students
acclimate to America
Freedom, responsibility
give students perspective
By Lea Blevins
ly Staff Writer
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One block away from San Jose State
University lies another world.
Literally.
The International House is home to
76 international and American students, according to International
Programs and Services. Being an
international student in America
gives people many opportunities to
meet people from all over, said Yoko
Aoki, an international student from
Jajuan.
If I study in just Japan, I just meet
Asian people or just Japanese people,"
Aoki said. "Now I can meet every
country’s people."
Meeting people from many nations
is one of the things international students experience. Getting used to a
new way of life and being away from
family are other things some of
SJSUs 1,300 to 1,400 international
students might go through, according
to International Programs and
Services.
Peter Gikandi, an international student from Mombasa, Kenya, said he’s
had his own e:cperiences during his
three-and-a-half years in America.
Gikandi hasn’t had any trouble communicatiq because English is
Kenya’s official language.
"I’ve been learning and speakink;
English as long as I can remember,’
Gikandi said.
English is his third lanpage in
addition to Kiswahili, Kenya s national language, and Kikuyu, his tribal
language. He knows English well
enough to tutor it on campus to make
some extra money because international students can only work on campus.
Gikandi said he chose to come to
school in America because of his love
for animation.
"Animation is not offered in Kenya,
and I did not want to be an engineer,
or a lawyer or a doctor," he said. "Ever
since I can remember, I’ve been drawing like hell."
Gikandi applied to other schools
and said SJSU was not his top choice.
He did not get his Test of English as
a Foreign Language, or TOEFI
scores back in tirne to get accepted to

other colleges and therefore came to
SJSU.
SJSU will accept any international
students as long as they have taken
English tbr at least three years in high
school, Gilcandi said.
This chain of events leading him to
SJSU actually worked in his fie, .1.
Gikandi said.
"I find out during the course of the
year that San Jose State is probably
the best drawing and animation
school in the states," Gikandi said.
"It’s kind of fate in a way."
International students have to get a
nonimmigrant student visa called an
F-1, said Louis Gecenok, international student adviser. Another difference in. the application process tbr
internationai students is that they
must show the university they have
sufficient funds for a year of school
and living. Undergraduates must be
able to provide a minimum annual
amount of $19,285.50. Graduate students must be able to provide
S17,671.20. Financial aid is nor available to international students., .n.iaod
ing to International Progran, and
Services.
This procey. will beconic ninre
complex soon I./Ciall-ie lit .12,111fisilllt
changes made after the recut, of
Sept. 11, Geeeinik said.
"Since September 11, the - govern ment’s become very concerned with
terrorism, and thee have made the
issuance of visas more difficult,"
Gecenok said.
A new system called "SEVIS," or
Visitor
Exchange
Student
Information System, has been implemented at SIM./ that is used to report
information about international students to the government.
Although Gikandi said the main
thing keeping him at SISU is the ani
mation program, he has grown to
enjoy other parts of being an international student.
Freedom and re,ponsibility are
things Gikandi said he enjoy, crbile
living here. The questions people ask
him about Ktiwa Alen amn.c Inn"
"I was a little hit surprised about the
lack of knowledge Americans have of
other people," Liikandi said.
This was one of the old% things
Oikatich was surprised lw when he
came to the United State,.
"I see something, and I take it in
stride, and I learn, he
Other internatinnal stodents said
tlicy’vr .1.1i 0.4rett .1"itlIt

LORETTA GIBSON ’ DAILY STAFF

Peter Gikandi is an art major at San Jose State University. The art program is the main reason he came to SJSU from Kenya. He poses with a
self-portrait, a charcoal drawing with references to the Mona Lisa.
She said she enjoys living at the and the first year," Gecenok said. "It’s
"I came here with a totally different in Amerma.
"International students can’t drop International House because of all the quite a daunting task."
mind frame," said Sidharth Sooclin
international student from Delhi, units and be half-time one semester activities, both international and
India. "I thought the studies were or just drop out like an American stu- American.
International students who come to
BUY 1 GET 1 for 590
going to be kind of the same. I dent could," Gecnok said.
Buy any 6 inch sandwich and a medium drink
One of the obstacles Sood had to America are a significant contribution
get a second 6 inch sandwich of equal or lesser
thought I wouldn’t face much prob
value
59C
overcome after coming to America to the coinmunity while they adjust to
terns, but I did."
living in a new place, Gecenok said.
Sood, who is in his first semester as was dealing with accents.
"That requires a good deal of adjust"Indians have good English, but
0 99
Add 3 oot ongs or
an electrical engineering graduate
with this coupon
student, s.tid the Indian Snichmt they don’t have a good American ’Tient, particularly in the first semester
’’"’
Organization and the peojale at the accent," he said.
NliKt people understand students
1-101.1tie helped him
1 Ilternati.,1131
adjust and learn ahout America’s war from other countries arc still working
on spealcing English, but occasionally
Soo,’ said he pays for Ili, own people get irritated if they are asked
repcat something, lie said.
schooling lay workinic at the Nlarket
Another problem international
Cafe. Anv money ’he earns gi,cs
students face is missing their famitoward living and tuition.
Unfold the PAST as it was, the PRESENT as it is
Tuition is higher at SISUI for inter- lies.
The FUTURE AS IT WILL BE
Aoki, who has been at the
national students than it is bit
that may have a hold on you
things
And
Californian,. Undergraduates pay International House since January,
4raduates pay said she misses her family in Japan
58,nsi i;4 12
CALL FOR ONE FREE QUESTION!
$7.069 for nine units, Gccenok said. but feels more independent in
408-279-9071
This i, the smallest amount students America.
Available for Private Parties and gatherings
I miss them, but nOWadayS We can
have to pay because they must ?MIMI e-initir Aoki -said.
rliff
siatos ;Wit-4A
BY APPT. ONLY $10.00 SPECIAL
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FREE ADMISSION AND PARKING
ENTER STUDENT CONTESTS FOR
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2002-2003 San Jose State University basketball

Under new guidance, Spartan men hope to flourish
Johnson said of Lawrence. "He’s a
high-energy guy, he works hard, he’s
smart and he cares about getting better."
The program also added junior
guard Keith West and junior forwards Eric Walton, Oudie Baker,
Andrew Lauder, freshman guard Joe
Calderon and frestmian forward
Keith Everage.
At 6-foot-8 -inches, Walton and
Lauder are the tallest players on the
Spartan roster but according to
Hawkins, the Spartans make up for
their lack of height with their athleti-

By Chris Giovannetti
Dad),
Edttor
For thtee Pars*:""Plaldlinson said
he would sit his office with the
Chicago Bulls and think of all the
things that he had left unfinished at
San Jose State University.
Now the phoenix rises again.

SJSU men’s
home opener:
Tuesday vs. Menlo College
at the Event Center, 7 p.m.
The second Phil Johnson era tips
off on Saturday night in Pullman,
Wash., as the San Jose State
University men’s basketball team
opens the 2002-2003 season against
Washington State University.
Johnson coached the Spartans during the 19.98-19.99 season but left the
pqst to talce an assistant coaching job
with the Chicago Bulls.
When Johnson’s replacement, Steve
Uses,. resigned in April 2002 from
the SJSU head coaching position, the
SJSU athletic office knew where to
turn,
"We’ve laid the groundwork for this
season. The No. 1 goal for us this season is to get better," said Johnson,
ready for his second run in the
Silicon Valley.- "I’m confident where
we are right now. We’re the best team
we cars be and we’re going to surprise
some people this year."
Entering
the
season-opener,
Johnson said the most important
thing the Spartans have going for
them is their team chemistry.
Six players remain from last season’s
10-22 squad and according to
Johnson, they have meshed well with
new recruits.
"It’s a great group of guys. We have
leaders and we have guys who know
their’ roles," he said. "This year it’s
going to be a group effort and the
team -knows that. We’ll fit together
really well."
.The Spartans offense once again
will revolve around guard Brandon
Hawkins. The senior co-captain
averaged 16 points per game last season and noted that his role is increasingeep Enorettliis season.
I
. ’

"We’ve laid the
groundwork for
this season. The
No. 1 goal for us
this season is to
get better."
Phil Johnson
SJSU men’s basketball coach

f VEN PARKER / DAILY STAFF

Spartan forward Eric Walton looks for space to pass aganst the GearHog All-Star’s Chris Lopez (20). SJSU, which won the exhibition matds on
Sunday 89-81, opens the season on Saturday against Washington State University in Pullman, Wash.
"We’re not too worried about the
rotation or anything because we all
know this team has a lot of talent,"
said forward Brett Lilly, a transfer
from Indian Hills College in Iowa.
"That’s the best thing about this team
your spot isn’t guaranteed. It
makes for a great atmosphere in practice. Guys are very competitive."
Senior guard Moises Alvarez returns
and could see significant time in the

"I’ve already proved I can score 33
points in a game. Now I’m set to get
some vrins,’ Hawkins said. "I need to
be a leader for this team and be the
coach out on the floor. I think everyone will feed off of that."
Outside of Hawkins, the starting
rotation will be one of committee,
and even Johnson couldn’t speculate
at this point in the season how deep
the Spartan, bench witl be

backcourt with Hawkins. Alvarez
averaged 7.5 points points per game
last season and shot 33 percent from
the three-point line (58-for-175).
Along with Hawkins, senior guard
Scott Sonnenberg is another player
expected to provide veteran leadership for a young club. Sonnenberg is
coming off of a red-shirt season due
to a torn meniscus in his right leg.
Others returnees are guards Phil

Calvert (9.8 points per game last season) Bim Okunrinboye, Kareem
Guilbeaux and guard Gary Smith.
Johnson gave the SJSU program
instant credibility by snagging freshman forward Antonio Lawrence,
rated one of the nation’s top 50 preps
this past season by numerous recruiting services out of from San Joaquin
Memorial High School in Fresno.
"He’ll be good player someday,"

cism.
"We’re small but we have the athletes this year," Hawkins said. "You
have guys like Keith West who have a
40-inch vertical, as well as guys who
are quick."
Lilly concurred on Hawkins sentiments.
"We’re very athletic and we don’t
need to be that big playing in the
WAC," Lilly said. The WAC is a
conference where the flovv of the
game is up and down, you’re not
banging a lot like you do other places.
I think we can definitely out-run
some teams."
A major selling point for the program is Johnson’s NBA pedigree,
something many players expressed
interest in.
*The first day we were here, he
showed us his five championship
rings he’s won in other places. You
believe him because he knows what
he’s talking about. He’s been there,"
Olcunrinboye said. "The first day he
came into practice he didn’t criticir,e
of coming off of a 10-22 semon. He
knows we-want to win."

Despite key losses, Srisartabn women roll on
By Ben Aguirre Jr.
Daily Sports Editor
In Janice Richard’s first two seasons
as the head coach of the Spartan
women’s basketball team, she had a
sub-par record of 16-40.

SJSU women’s
home opener:
Sunday vs. CS Northridge
at the Event Center, 2 p.m.
But after the success of last year’s
ream, with an overall record of 17-12,
12-6 in the Western Athletic
Conference, the pressure is on
Richard, and she knows it.
"They expect me to win now," said
the fourth-year coach with a laugh.
The 17 wins overall wins are the
EVAN PARKER / DAILY STAFF

Spartan forvvard Tatiana Taylor
drives past San Francisco Bay
Area Pro-Am guard Lindsey Huff
in SJSU’s 86-79 victory over the
exhibition club. Led by preseason
All-WAC first team selection and
guard Cricket Williams, the
Spartans open the 2002-2003 season on Sunday vs. CS Northridge.

son.
the [01111 11.1b Seen SIllee the
Her anticipated starters are for1982-1983 season, and the 12 conference victories made up the most suc- wards Tatiana Taylor, Lamisha
cessful season the team has enjoyed Augustine the only sophomore on
the team center Teoma Taylor and
since joining the WAC in 1996.
However while last season’s overall guards Jessica Kellogg and Cricket
Williams.
record speaks for itself, what lingers in
The players are starting to gel; they
the minds of some players is a 66-63
loss to the University of Tulsa in the all came in at the same time, and now
they Are all juniors. They all underfirst round of the WAC Tournament.
stand my system,
"We’re looking
said Richard, who
ro knock them out
also coached at
this year," junior
"We’ve laid the
Xavier University
forward Tatiana
Orleans,
Taylor said. "We’re
foundation; now inLa. New
for SIX seasons
going to do what
we have to do to
it’s time to brick (192-88).
Players cm - the
beat them."
team also feel that
In order to
building."
the
the two key losses
accomplish at least
Janice Richard won’t harm the
or better
that
coach
basketbal
women’s
SJSU
scrad.
SJSU will have
We have some
to make up for the
other people. I
loss of two key
players, guard Atari Parker, who led don’t think we lost anything, said
the team in scoring in 2000-2001, Kellogg, who backed up Parker at the
and forward Elea AGiza, the team’s shooting guard position last season.
Williams, the team’s most valuable
leading rebounder from last season.
Richard said the biggest change in player from last season and a pre -season
selection to the all-WAC team,
this year’s team is that it has lost its
said this team’s offense may be
veteran leadership.
However, she thinks that because stronger than it was last season when
her projected starting five consists of the Spartans averaged 68 points per
mainly juniors, that the team niay game.
"We haw a lot of scorers this year,"
actually be better than it was last seaIllUSI

Williams said.
"Last year we had people who were
going to run the floor. We need to get
that running back. Once we all get
used to each other, the scoring should
be higher."
Tatiana Taylor agreed.
"We’re definitely going to be a threat
for all the different teams," she said.
Richard said the 86 points SJSU
posted in the exhibition game against
San Francisco Bay Area Pro-Am
team on Sunday is evidence that the
offense can score.
However, she and her players
believe the big question mark is the
defense.
On Sunday, the Spartan allowed ’79
points to Pro-AM, and Kellogg said it
is proof the team must work on its
defense.
"We weren’t getting any help from
an
," she said.
coma Taylor said one of the team’s
many goals is to be the best defensive
squad in the WAC.
"Defense will lead to offense," she
said.
The Spartans are scheduled to open
their season Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
Event Center against Cal State
Northridge.
"We’ve laid the foundation; now it’s
time to brick the building," Richard
said.

Rose can’t save Bulls Expos situation highlights MLB winter meetings
IRVING, Texas (AP)
Baseball
pushed ahead with two major international initiatives Wednesday, shifting 22 of Montreal’s home games
next year to Puerto Rico and moving
a season -opening series between
Seattle and Oakland to Japan.
Seeking to increase revenue from
thc Expos, who are among the worst
draws in the major leagues, baseball
announced plans to play three home stands covering seven series at
Hiram Bithorn Stadium in San Juan.
Commissioner Bud Selig also
appointed a committee, filled with
many of his closest advisers, to find a
permanent solution for the Expos,
who were purchased by the other 29
teams before last season and arc
operated by the commissioner’s
office.
Washington, D.C., Portland, Ore.,
and Charlotte, N.C., arc among the
possible bidders. No team has moved
since the expansion Washington
Senators became the Texas Rangers
after the 1971 season.
"Thcy need to be in a diffcrcnt
market," Rangers owner Tom Hicks
said of the Expos. "At thc right time,
they need to be relocated."
Bob DuPuy, baseball’s chief operating officer, is on the committee,
which also includes Selig’s daughter,

’,ad NoVtiAtt, indirdifig fue,day
Antawn
OAKLAN1) (A1’)
Jamison scored 25 points, and Gilbert night’s 111-98 loss at Sacramento.
Arenas had 16 points and 11 assists as Thc current siri-garne trip doesn’t get
the Golden State Warriors withstood any, easier for die Bulls: Shaquille
Jelen Rose’s one-man comeback in the O’Neal is expected to make his se2son
second half to beat the Chicago Bulls debut Friday night when Chicago visits the Los Angeles Lakers.
100-94 Wednesday night.
With the wirt (3olden State left the
Troy Murphy had 17 points and 13
rebounds as Golden State grabbed a Lakers alone in last place in the
big early lead and held on through a Pacific Division.
The game feanired the first NBA
tense fourth quarter and a stirring second-half pedorrnance by Rose. The meeting of Williams and Mike
but
Dunleavv,
the former Duke stars who
third,
Warriors led by 17 in the
Rose scored 26 of his 34 points after were drafted second and third overall
halftime, shooting 9 -of-12 in the sec- last NUMillet. The WatTiOrS desperately’ covered Williams as their new point
ond half
The Bulls pulled to 96-94 with 2:26 guard, but Chicago got him.
That irked Arenas, a high-school
left when Rose hit a 3 -pointer to cap
a 19-9 run. Chicago had the ball twice contemporary of Williams who plans
with a chence to tie, but Arenas stole on being the Warriors’ point guard of
Rose’s pass end dribbled the length of the future. Arenas declared his dislike
fire Williams earlier this week, aod hc
the court for A layup.
Adonal Foyle blosked jay Williams’ backed it up with a solid game on
layup attempt with 30 seconds left, both ends.
The Warriors built a double-digit
and Rose dribbled the ball off his foot
moments later, slamming his fist on Iced in the second quartet with a lineup fcatunng rookies Dunleavy and Jiri
the *corers’ table in frustration.
and Jason
Despite all thc drama, the young Welsch. Jamison
Warriors never trailed in their fourth Richardson made offensive contribustraight home victory over the Bulls, tions down the stretch, but the
who lost their sixth consecutive mad Warriors needed a few defensive stops
to hold on.
game.
Since 1999, thc Bulls Are 1-32 on the
4

Wendy Selig-Prieb; Chicago White
Sox covner Jerry Reinsdorf; members
of baseball’s central office; and outside consultants.
"It would be nice to have it done in
midsummer, if possible, but we’re in
November," DuPuy said.
DuPuy said his previous statement
was inevitable that
saying it
Washington eventually would get a
team should not be tied to the
Expos.
"Do I think it will heppen sometime? Yes," he said, adding that it
could be "five years, 10 years, 30
years" until major league baseball
returns to the nation’s capital.
For now, though, "Les Expos" will
also be "Los Expos," playing more
than one -quarter of their home
schedule on the road and the remaining 59 at Olympic Stadium in
Montreal. While no specifics were
announced, the intended schedule
was revealed by several baseball officials spoke who on the condition of
anonymity.
Subject to negotiations with the
players’ association, the Expos would
play a 10-game homestand in San
Juan in April, with games against the
New York Meta (April 11-14),
Atlanta
(April
15-17)
and
Cincinnati (April 18-20).

The second homestand would
include World Series champion
Anaheim (June 3-5) and Texas (June
6-8), and the last would have Florida
(Sept. 5-7) and the Chicago Cubs
(Sept. 9-11).
San Juan was the host for baseball’s
2001 season opener between Texas
and Toronto.
The players’ association had argued
for two homestands in San Juan
instead of three, seeking to minimize
dislocation. The union, which must
approve the games, wants baseball to
pay for families to join players on the
shifted homestands and also wants
additional meal money.
"This is going to require some discussion with us. This is not a done
deal," Gene Orza, the union’s No. 2
official, said shortly before the
announcement.
Expos president Tony Tavares said
that with the guaranteed inconse
from the games in San Juan, where
the ballpark capacity is about 19,800,
his team will not have to conduct a
"firc sale" of players such as Vladimir
Guerrero and Bartolo Colon.
Still, he did not reveal the Expos’
planned payroll. General manager
Omar Minaya has estimated that it
would have to rise from 8.38 million
to about 850 million to keep the cur-

rent roster intact.
Montreal drew just 812,000 fans at
home last year, competing with
Florida for the major league low, and
didn’t have an English -language television contract. Tavares said April
games in Montreal drew little attention, unable to compete for attention
with the Stanley Cup playoffs and
the Montreal Canadiens.
"Somebody might break a record in
baseball, and you might get on page
seven or eight, and I m talking about
an important record," Tavares said.
In negotiations with promoters in
San Juan, baseball has asked for specific dollar guarantees for the games
on the Caribbean island.
"Puerto Rico will help a lot because
you are collectinis U.S. dollars and
certain dollars, i you will, because
there are guarantees involved,"
Tavares said.
On other subjects, Selig formed a
marketing task force to examine how
baseball attracts fans. The group,
similar to the economic panel that
established parameters for management’s labor proposals, will spend
the next year examining broad issues,
such as a baseball World Cup and
whether to move to the start of the
World Series from a Saturday to A
Tuesday.
s
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San Jose State University vs. Fresno State University
2 p.m., Saturday at Spartan Stadium
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Winning season, bowl eligibility on line for Spartans
By Chris Giovannetti
Doily Sports Editor
Cliched or not, this one really is for all
Eche marbles.
For the San Jose State University
football team, the formula for
Saturday’s game against Fresno State
University is simple.
A win will move the Spartans (4-3
Western Athletic Conference, 6-6 overall) into third place in the WAC standings and make them bowl eligible.
A loss and any chance for a postseason
bowl berth svill vanish.
Kickoff against the Bulldogs at
Seartan Stadium is scheduled for 2 p.m.
This whole game is a pine of survival. It’s great to go into November
with everything on the line against your
rival," Fresno State head coach Pat Hill
said. "This is a winner-take-all game,
and it can’t get more exciting than that."
At 4-2 in the WAC and 6-5,overall,
Fresno State is in a similar situation as
SJSU.
The Bulldogs finish the season on
Dec. 5 at Louisiana Tech University, but
a win in either of their final tveo games
will make them bowl eligible.
"After losses to Boise State and
Hawail, we had to svin out to be here,"
Pat Hill said. "Now we’ve come down
to a situation that makes this a very big
game. They’ve won out too, and that s
what you want to see."
SJSU also rallied to win its last two
games and put itself into bowl contention.
However, SJSU head coach Fitz Hill
realizes that bowl discussion is a moot
point if his Spartans don’t win Samrday.
"My wife said something about a bowl
game, and I refused to talk about it,"
Fitz Hill said. "You can’t put the cart
before the horse. (A bowl bid) isn’t an
issue if we don’t win on Saturday."
He also deflected any notion that the
SJSU-FSU series is a rivaliy.
"It’s not a rivalry if you re not winning," said Hill of his Spartans, who
have dropped their last eight decisions
to Fresno State.
One Spartan at the center of the game
is linebacker Luke LaHerran, who, as a
senior at Ripon High School, was hcav-

The book on ... Fresno State
Nickname: Bulldogs
Colors: Red and blue
Series versus SJSU: SJSU leads 32-31-3
2002 record: 6-5 overall, 4-2 WAC (third place)
2001 recortl: 11-3 overall, 6-2 WAC (second -place tie). Lost
Silicon Valley Classic to Michigan State, 44-35.
Head coach: Pat Hill; UC Riverside, 1973 (37-25 in five seasons
at Fresno State).
Players to watch (2002 statistics): Quarterback Paul Plnegar
(204.1 passing yards per game, 16 touchdowns); running back
Rodney Davis (101.3 rushing yards per game, five touchdowns);
wide receiver Marque Davis (65.8 receiving yards per game, five
touchdowns, 14.8 yards per catch).
Offense: Pro Set
Defense: 4-3
ence. We had a demanding schedule
where we played more than half of our
games on the road. What we’ve accomplished this year speaks volumes. I’m not
in a position to say why we’re bowl eligible, but I am a proponent of the rules."
The other Big Game

ANTHONY REGINATO / DAILY STAFF

Spartan head coach Fitz Hill talks to his players before practice on Wednesday afternoon at South Campus.
The Spartans final game of the season is at 2 p.m. on Saturday against Fresno State University.
ily recruited by both institutions.
"I just didn’t see myself as a Bulldog,"
said LaHerran, who attended SJSU
garnes as 2 child with friends and his
grandparents.
LaHerran remembered a day when he
was a sophomore and one of the SJSU
assistant coaches brought out a tape of
thc 1990 SJSU-FSU game the last

time a Spartan team defeated a
Bulldogs club.
"Seeing Spartan Stadium packed and
going crazy like that was nice," said
LaHerran, who was a fifth grader in the
stands during the Spartans 42-7 victory.
Saturday’s game has more implications
than who might go to a bowl game and
who won’t. Fitz Hill estimated that the

Spartan program will have eight or nine
potential recruits at the game.
Still, he can’t get away from the central
theme of the game bcnvl implications.
When asked why the Spartans should
deserve to go to a bowl if they defeat
Fresno State, Hill said,"We’ll have won
seven games, so that’ll make us bowl eligible. We’ll have been 5-3 in thc confer-

Overshadowing the SJSU-FSU
matchup is the Big Game between
Stanford University and Cal Berkeley
on Saturday at Memorial Stadium in
Berkeley.
Adding to any drama surrounding
that game is the 20th anniversary of
"The Play," the dramatic five-lateral
play that gave the Golden Bears A25-20
victory over Stanford as time expired in
the 1982 game.
"I don’t care for that game," said
LaHerran who watched three replays of
"The Play" on Sunday night. "It s a bigger conference with a biger rivalry. But
there’s nothing more I’d lilce than to
beat Fresno and play Cal in the Silicon
Valley Classic."
However, neither Stanford nor Cal
has the possibility to play ill bowl game
thanks to Stanford record and the
recent NCAA sanctions being forced
on the Golden Bears.
"We’re really fortunate to be in this
situation," said SJSU linebacker Luke

LaHerran, who leads the Spartans with
107 tackles on the year. "Some teams
are playing for pride and nein year’s se.ason. We re playing for another game.
INJURY -REPORT: Running
back Lamar Ferguson, the Spartans
leading rusher at 52.8 yards per game, is
expected to miss Saturday’s g.airk with a
knee injury, according to Hill. Ferguson
had an MRI performed Monday. The
initial fear was a tom ACL.
OF NOTE: The SJSU-FSU game
will be televised on ICRFE-TV (Fresno,
Channel 59) with the telecast beginning at 2 p.m. Game can be heard on
KLIV 1590-AM with the pregame
show beginning at 1:30 p.m. ... WAC
teams have 16-43 record against conference opponents on the road this season.
SJSU and Boise State University each
have four of those victories ... A win
Saturday would give the Spartans their
second three-gatne winning streak of
the year (Illinois, UTEP, SMU Sept.
SJSU has won its final
21 -Oct. 5)
game of the season just three times in
the last 10 years. The last victory was a
55-48 overtime victory over UNLV in
1997 ... SJSU leads the nation in total
talceaways with 37. Tulane University is
second with 36 ... SJSU is first nationally in interceptions gained with 23,
three more than the University of Iowa
and the University of 01cLihoma.
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SONNENBERG I Religion, family take precedent over basketballfor SJSU guard
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the games. Then the ’d make rules
ritsnue
on page I
like my p?ints wou dn’t count or
one who is different. They respect something, Sonnenberg said of his
who I am and my values," Sonnenberg older brothers. "I wanted to get better
said. "I certainly hang out with the than them. In high school they’d have
team because the most important accomplishments and as soon as I got
thing we can do away from the court to high school, I wanted to kill those
is bond. If we do something, I want to accomplishments."
be there. "
Jim Sonnenberg said he noticed his
Being just one of the guys, son’s competitive drive from an early
Sonnenberg gets questions about his age and that the spirit was fostered in
religion, inquiries he is more than a house of five boys.
happy to answer.
"It’s a religion most people don’t
know a lot about. I only talk about it
when I get asked questions. I don’t
preach to players or coaches or classmates," Sonnenberg said. ’At first
guys were surprised by my values.
Now I think they see where my life is
going, and they admire it."
First-year Spartan head coach Phil
Johnson echoes Sonnenberg’s patriar
chal views.
"For what and where he’s been, the
guys look up to him," Johnson said of
his co-captain. "He’s a good example
on and off the court, and he’s a quality person, which is something that’s
more important than being a quality
basketball player."

"It would have
been easy to think
where I could
have been. But
I do think the
experiences I had
on my Mission
overshadowed
thoughts
of playing"

.1
Growing up in Warrenville,
suburb of Chicago, Sonnenberg was
immersed in basketball since birth.
His father, Jim, played at Ricks
College in Idaho while uncle Scott
Sonnenberg played for the BYU junior yarsity team.
higgest inspirations is
*Otse
my dad. Hc s my biggest source of
advice, and he’ll stay up and talk to
me after every one of my games,"
Sonnenberg said. ’In a way, my
dreams have been his dreams too. In
high school when I’d get recruiting
letters, he’d open them before I did.
After games, Jim Sonnenberg would
discuss Scott’s performance on thc
ride home.
"There was always an unwritten rule
that the boys would sit in the front
seat, and I’d critique their performance," said Jim, whose own athletic
career was derailed by kidney complications. "I’d tell them the good things
they did, but they also wanted me to
be critical too."
Being the third of Jim and Brenda
Sonnenberg’s five boys, Scott grew up
in an environment fueled by competition.
Older brothers Paul, 29, and Ken,
27, preceded Sonnenberg on the Utah
Valley State College basketball team.
Younger brother Steve, 21, also played
at UVSC while James, 17, is a starter
on same high school team
Wheaton
Sonnenberg played for
Warrenvillc South.
As a young child, Sonnenberg
learned the value of competition
through his older brothers.
"They’d thrmy me off of thc court
until my mom made them put me in

playing at Brighiun Young University
was his ultimate dream.
"Growing up in the Mormon religion, my friends and I looked at
(BYU) as the pinnacle of athletics for
us," said Sonnenberg, who noted that
Wheaton Warrenville South only had
about six or seven Mormon students
in an enrollment of 3,000. "From a
young age, I’d watch their games on
ESPN. Fd see the crowds they’d have,
and I liked that environment, not just
because of the religion."
Following his high school career,
Sonnenberg signed with BYU, realizing his dream. In his 1996-1997
freshman season, he started eight
games, averaging five points per game
and was given the team’s "Sixth Man"
award as the leading player coming
off of the bench.
Following that season, Cougar
guard Matt Montague decided to
leave school for his Mission, and the
BYU program asked Sonnenberg to
put off his own missionary work for
another year to fill the void at the
point guard spot.
Basketball, however, was a distant
second to the church in Sonnenberg’s
heart, and he refused.
In 1997, Sonnenberg accepted his
Mission assignment in Las Vegas.

Scott Sonnenberg,
SJSU guard
the middle child, and he
always wanted to play with thc older
boys. He was always upset when he
couldn’t play," Jim said. "Many times
we had to step in and break things up
on the court. But it was just a disposition. Scott was a really good example
off of the court."
Sonnenberg has even transferred
that competitive drive over to the
business world.
"Business is such a competitive environment," said Sonnenberg, a business marIceting major who interned
with Northwest Mutual this past
summer. "I love the feeling of closing
a deal. It’s like hitting a big shot in a
game."
At Wheaton Warrenville South
High School, Sonnenberg was named
1996 Most Valuable Player of the
DuPage Valley League aher averaging 20.6 points, 5.6 assists and 4.fl
rebounds per game. The Chicago
Tribune named him to the All Illinois team as a senior. Sonnenberg
was Also an accomplished volleyball
player for the Tigers and was an Allstate selection in the sport.
I loved volleyball, and I think I had
talent for it more than basketball.
Unfortunately my two best sports
require height," said the 5-foot-11 inch Sonnenberg, who was a strong
side hitter for the Tigers. "So because
of that, I excelled more in basketball
and volleyball."
Sonnenberg received recruiting letters from various colleges but being of
the Mormon faith, Attending and
"FIC WAS

"The toughest times were when
BYU came to play (the University of
Nevada -Las Vegas). It would have
been easy to think where I could have
been," said Sonnenberg, who would
take a youth group to the game and
take them down to meet the BYU
players afterward. "But I do think that
the experiences I had on my Mission
overshadowed thoughts of playing."
Without basketball for the first
time, Sonnenberg filled his days
shouldering a schedule that would
seem hellacious to some.
Having undergone shoulder surgery
halfway through his tenure,
Sonnenberg spent the first hour of his
day in rehab before studying scripture
for three hours.
From 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.,
Sonnenberg and his assigned companion traveled their assigned geographic area in an effort to spread thc
word of the Mormon Church.
"We were out teaching people,
’mocking on doors. Members of the
church refer people, and sometimes
people are seeking missionaries to
come out to them, Sonnenberg said.
"We talked with anyone who was
willing to listen.
Each missionary is assigned an
unknown companion that they travel
and live with for anywhere from two
to six months.
"You spend 24 hours a day with
them," said Sonnenberg, who estimated that he had 10 different companions in his two yean. *You better
learn to like them fast."
In his second year. Sonnenberg

served in a kadership capacity, overseeing 200 missionaries in the
Eastern Nevada-Northern Arizona
zone. He spent the remaining hours
of his day checking up on their activities.
"You work every day and hope you
change somebody’s life. I had the
opportunity to teach hundreds of
people and spoke with literally thousands more. You might get a hundred
doors slammed in your face, but if you
can change that one person’s life, then
it’s all worth it," Sonnenberg said.
"After (the Mission), I felt like I could
do anything."
Sonnenberg’s Mission wasn’t all
business. The missionaries are given
one day per week off from their
duties, and Sonnenberg spent his
Thursdays playing basketball.
"There were different leadership
responsibilities I had that cut down
time on my off days, but tried to stay
in shape," he said.
In 1999 after fulfilling his mission
duties, Sonnenberg returned to college basketball.

Courting offers from New Mexico
State University and Illinois State
University, Sonnenberg opted for
Utah Valley State College, a two-year
institution in Orem.
Playing sporadically for the last two
years, Sonnenberg didn’t miss a beat
in his return to basketball. He averag_ed 17.6 points per game for the
Wolverines in being named a 19992000 second-team all region stk.tion.
Once again, Sonnenberg went under
the recruiting microscope with
Vanderbilt University, the University
of New MCXICO and Santa Clara
University the primary schools showing interest. Colorado State
University had offered him the option
of red shirting, but Sonnenberg wanted to play right away.
According to Sonnenberg, BYU had
Silt to seven players vying for one
scholarship spot. He was more interested in finding a place he could play
at right away.
"I was arucious to find out where I
was going, so I could make the most
of my decision," Sonnenberg said.
"Then one day (former SJSIJ coach
Steve Barnes) called out of the blue
and offered a scholarship. I just felt I
fit in well here."
Sonnenberg started nine of the
Spartans 28 games in the 2000-2001
season and averaged 8.5 points per
game in his starts.
Once again though, Sonnenberg’s
life would take a detour.
An August 2001 MRI showed that
he had a torn meniscus, an injury that
required surgery and intense rehabilitanon.
Sonnenberg’s comeback hs peroration for the 2001-2002 sesison was
taking longer than expected. Three

games into the campaign, he and
Barnes decided to appeal for a red
shirt.
The NCAA granted the wish, and
Sonnenberg sat out the remainder of
the season.
I
(red-shirted),"
"I’m glad
Sonnenberg said. "I would have rather
had a strong full season than limped
halfway through one."
Fully healed, Sonnenberg is back in
uniform and excited for the unknown
opportunities that will come in his
final season of college basketball.
"This is my last year of eligibility,
and I want to make the most of it. It’s
been a long road, but I feel blessed,"
Sonnenberg said. "When I was a
freshman at BYU, we had a guy who
was 25 and balding, and we all called
him ’the accountant.’ Nosy I’m the one
who is 25 and in the same position he
was in with the younger players."

Sonnenberg traveled thc country to
satisfy his religious and athletic fulfillments, so it appeared appropriate he
would have do to undergo the same
task for his family fulfillments.
Sonnenberg first met his wife, Lisa,
through his cousin.
Both were in relationships but both
were on the verge of breakups. And,
adds Sonnenberg, "wc both had an
eye for each other."

"People always
ask me how I
could give up
basketball. It was
easy. I receive
more happiness
and fulfillment
from other
things in life. "
Scott Sonnenberg,
SJSU guard
However, Lisa relocated to San
Diego a few months later to be A caregiver. She came back a few weeks
early, and Sonnenberg recognized her
in church as the same girl he had met
before.
But, having already signed with the
Spartan basketball program, it was
Sonnenberg who was now relocating.
He jotted down her e-mail address, so
they could stay in touch, just in case
he came back to Utah.
Sonnenberg spent his 2001 spring
break in Utah and while in town,
asked his sister-in-law to line him up
with a girl while he was there. His sis-

ter-in-law didn’t know anybody but
happened to run in to Lisa while at
the gym one day.
"I didn’t kncnv her, but when she
started describing him, I knew exactly who it was," said Lisa, a licensed
massage therapist who works in Palo
Alto.
Sonnenberg called Lisa later that
day, and the two spent the remaining
three days together.
"Those three days felt like a year,"
Sonnenberg said. I fell in love at second sight."
The two talked everyday while
Sonnenberg was back in San Jose.
One day, Lisa happened to mention
that she was looking for somewhere
else to do her massage therapy.
Sonnenberg suggested she come out
to California and took the liberty of
finding her a job and a place to stay.
"We skipped dating and went right
to courting," Sonnenberg said. ’I’d go
home at night and then come to her
place in the moming and spend the
day with her."
After just one month, the couple
began to discuss marriage pLuis.
"I was very prayerful about it. I
wanted to lcnow if she was the one for
more me. I was searching for an inncr
peace," said Sonnenberg, when asked
how he Icnew if marriage was right for
him after just one month. "I thought
about everything in my mind, and I
came to that inner peace. In the next
couple of months, we made plans.
The ’yes’ answer I received has been
,onfirmed every day since."
Lisa said shc knew what was in the
works when she moved out West.
"I knew I would marry him," she
said with a smile. "It just took him a
lot longer."
Scott and Lisa were married on
Aug. 17, 2001.
The Sonnenbergs are apartment
managers, and Lisa s massage therapy
job as well as Sonnenberg s scholuship money helps support them
financially.
Family, as well as basketball and
religion, has taken center stage in
Sonnenberg’s life.
"Family is such a high -priority in
my life, said Sonnenberg, who has a
family night every Monday and a date
night with Lisa every Friday. "It’s the
source of all of my happiness."
Lisa, who bakes cookies for thc
Spartan basketball team, has become
the unofficial team mom.
"They call her Mrs. Sonnenberg,"
Scott said of his teammates.

’Dreams take certain unexpected
turns," Sonnenberg said. "I lost BYU,
but I still got to continue with college
basketball. ’There’s always new challenges you face with different turns
you take. People always ask me how I
could give up basketball. It was easy!
receive more happiness and fulfdlment from other things in life."
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Hoping for end to Sharon’s
rule, Palestinians cautiously
welcome Labor leader

Bush urges NATO to stand
firm against Saddam
PRAGUE, Czech Republic (AP)
President Bush, recalling Europe’s
grim history of "excusing aggression,"
challenged skeptical NATO allies
Wednesday to stand firm against
Saddam Hussein as the alliance
expands in size and might to combat
terrorism.
Should the Iraqi leader deny next
month that he possesses weapons of
mass destruction, "he will have
entered his final stage with a lie," Bush
said.
"And deception this time will not be
tolerated. Delay and defiance will
invite the severest of consequences,"
he declared.
Even as Bush spoke, President
Jacques Chirac of France renewed his
position that the United States cannot
determine on its own whether to wage
war against Iraq.
The U.N. Security Council "is the
only body established to put in
motion action of a military nature, to
take the responsibility, to commit the
international community," Chirac
said.
Czech President Vaclav Havel said
he would prefer that Iraq disarm without force. "If, however, the need to use
force does arise, I believe that NATO
should give an honest and speedy consideration to its engagement as an
alliance," he said.
On the eve of a two-day NATO
summit dominated by talk of war,
Bush endorsed plans to usher seven
former communist nations into the
Estonia, Latvia,
fold Bulgaria,
Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia and

Slovenia. And he renewed his call for weapons of mass destruction. Bush
said Iraq had a "short time" to come
greater expansion.
"We strongly support the enlarge- clean.
White House communications
ment of NATO, now and in the
director Dan Bartlett refused to be
future," the president said.
As the alliance’s leaders trickled into pinned down on whether the United
this medieval city of spires, Bush used States intends to use any Dec. 8 Iraqi
the centerpiece address of his five-day declaration it deems deceitful as autoEuropean trip to press them to "take matic grounds for war.
"It’s a huge hypothetical," Bartlett
up global responsibilities or choose to
live in isolation from the challenges of said. "We’ll wait and see."
NATO Secretary-General Lord
our time."
While he did not directly accuse Robertson predicted, "There will be
Europe’s leaders of indifference total unity of the heads of state and
toward Saddam, Bush’s sternly word- governments on support for the U.N.
ed appeal for action against terrorists Security Council resolution."
Diplomats said NATO will release a
and like-minded regimes was clearly
aimed at the likes of Germany, which statement supporting the U.N. resoluopposes military action in Iraq, and tion, without committing alliance
France, which forced the United troops or specifically backing war
States to water down a U.N. resolu- against Iraq.
A new NATO anti-terrorism strike
tion to disarm Saddam.
"The world needs the nations of force won’t be ready to confront Iraq,
this continent to be active in the and Bush has not asked the alliance to
defense of freedom, not inward look- pledge its collective support of miliing or isolated by indifference," the tary action.
"It’s a decision that each country
president told students in this
must decide as to how, if, and when
Bohemian capital.
"Ignoring dangers or excusing they want to participate, snd how they
aggression may temporarily avert con- choose to participate," he said.
Even as Bush said allies arc free to
flict, but they don’t bring true peace,"
choose, U.S. officials said privately
he said.
The Bush administration has quietly that leaders will face stiff pressure
contacted 50 countries, including from Bush to help out in some way or
Canada, Britain and Germany, to face irrelevance in the eyes of
solicit contributions of troops and war Washington, senior administration
material in the event Bush decides to officials said on condition of
use force, a senior administration offi- anonymity.
Bush refined to meet on the sumcial said Wednesday.
Saddam has until Dec. 8 to give the mit’s sidelines with German
United Nations an accounting of his Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder, whose

recent re-election campaign infuriated
Bush by fiscusing on opposition to
Bush’s Iraq policy.
White House press secretary Ari
Fleischer said he .:xpected Schroeder
and Bush to exchange hellos at a
black-tie summit dinner Wednesday
Outside the summit’s stately halls,
several hundred protesters demonstrated against NATO and military
conflicts. Heavy security and chilly
weather seemed to ease the threat of
large-scale actions.
In addition to strengthening
NATO’s military assets, Bush suggested that new NATO members will
help remind Europe’s old guard about
the dangers of complacency.
"Nlembers recently added to NATO,
and those invited to join, bring greater
clarity to purposes of our alliance,
because they understand the lessons of
the last century."
Those who
suffered
under
Communist rule, or even Hitler’s Nazi
left
aggression
regime, learned that
unchecked in dangerous to liberty,
Bush said.
"Those who have lived through a
struggle of good against evil are never
neutral between them," he said.
In a news conference with Havel,
the president promised wary allies
that war against Iraq is his last choice,
avoidable if NATO stands "strong
and united and tough" against
Saddam.
White House officials, however, said
Bush believes it is highly unlikely that
Saddam will avert war by complying
with the U.N. resolution.

Spain seeks to ease fears of environmental
disaster after sinking of oil tanker
Ship carrying 20
million gallons of oil,
twice the size of
Exxon Valdez spill
Winds
CAION, Spain (AP)
reaching 60 mph and high waves hindered shoreline cleanup and seafood
farmers scrambled to salvage the cockle, mussel and clam harvest
Wednesday, a day after the tanker
Prestige and its cargo of fuel oil sank
off Spain.
Yet the high winds, which pushed
waves to 26 feet, helped break up a
large oil slick off Portugal as Spanish
authorities worried the storm was
shoving a second fuel oil slick closer to
the coast.
Seeking to ease fears of an Exxon
Valdez-style catastrophe, Spain’s
Interior Ministry said no fuel had
spilled since the single-hulled vessel
broke apart and sank about 150 miles
off the Spanish coast Tuesday, six
days after it ruptured in a storm.
Officials said they hoped the oil
would solidify two miles down in

frigid water, limiting damage in the
short-term.
The Prestige has spilled about 1.6
million of its 20-million gallon load of
heavy fuel oil, a total twice the size of
the Faxon Valdez crude-oil spill off
Masks’ in 1989.
Spain said Wednesday it had spotted
four oil slicks, including one 10 miles
long and 3 miles wide, near the wreckage about 150 miles off the Galician
coast.
Two smaller slicks are about 40
miles west of Cape Finisterre, and a
third is just off the coast at the Muros
inlet, Spanish officials said. Portugal
said a large slick it was monitoring
Tuesday apparently dispersed in
rough seas.
Spanish Environment Minister
Jaume Matas said oil has contaminated nearly 180 miles of Galicia’s scenic
coastline and rich fishing waters.
During a visit to a soiled beach near
the fishing port of Caion, he estimated economic losses at S42 million so
far, and said the cleanup could take six
months.
"We have to wait and be prudent
because we still don’t know whether
we have passed the threshold of this
crisis," Matas said.

Crews with shovels and buckets
worked in strong wind and heavy rain
to scoop up sludge along Galicia’s
craggy coast. The government said
more than 250 tons of fuel oil had
been recovered so far, half on land and
half at sea by skimmer boats.
Rough seas kept two of the vessels
sent from France and Holland
out of the mission Wednesday, the
interior ministry said.
In some coastal areas not yet hit by
the fuel oil, seafood farmers rushed to
harvest mussels, clams and cockles
ahead of schedule. Spain’s fishing
industry is worth S330 million a year.
In the inlet of Ria de Arosa,
described as one of the world’s top
mussel grounds, harvesters pulled up
ropes on which clusters of black mussels grow, and plucked them all.
Normally smaller ones arc left behind
tO Mange.

"Thc accident has hit us very hard,"
said Francisco Gomez, a 41 -Year-old
fisherman in the village of Cosine.
"The consequences are going to last a
long time, at least two years."
Luis Ferreira, 42, WAS pessimistic
and recalled that the people of Galicia
have a long history of emigration,
often to Latin America. "If the sinia-

tion does not change we will have to
pack our bags, just like our ancestors
did."
He accused the government of
understating the amount of oil in the
watcr and said officials don’t know the
sea. "They only go thereon vacution,-rhc said.
The same area of northwest Spain
suffered a disastrous spill 10 ycars
ago when the Greek tanker Aegean
Sea ran aground near A Coruna and
lost 21.5 million gallons of oil. In
1999, an oil spill from the tanker
Erika polluted 250 miles of French
coastline.
A U.N. treaty banning single hulled tankers entered into force this
year, but the phase -in period stretches to 2015. European Llnion officials
say their eltints to impose stricter
inspections are being subverted by
shipowners who avoid EU harbors or
avoid dropping anchor when thcy
refuel or pick up supplies.
French President Jacques Chirac
said Wednesday he would raise the
issue of maritime security at next
month’s EU summit and criticized
European officials for not taking a
tougher stand against "garbage
ships:

DORMS I Three dormitories to be demolished
and adding character and depth the
city and neighborhood groups sugServices.
Housing
gested, Hansen said.
The new housing development is
"We took some of the qualities of
called Campus Village. Phase I of the the older buildings wc appreciate in
project will begin in January 2003, the area and applied them to the projwith a careful tear down and removal ect," said Alan Freeman, director of
of the existing structures and new planning design and construction.
construction scheduled to begin in
There are three phases of the 10- to
April.
15 -year plan that will create 5,700
The village is expected to be avail- beds with an estimated final construcable for occupancy in August 2005.
tion cost at S600 million.
No dates have been set for the conThe funding for the village will not
struction of the two remaining phases, be affected by proposed state budget
Hansen said.
cuts, President Robert Caret said.
"We’re planning a ’retirement’ party
"This project won’t be affected bv
for January 25," Hansen said.
any of those dollars. Each phase will
Students past and present who have cost roughly S200 million," Caret said
lived in the halls have had input in the in a press conference. "The funding is
project, Hansen said. Much consider- commg from revenue bonds the
ation is being given to the after-life of state doesn’t put any money into
the red bricks that currently hug the them."
existing building.
"These residences have been home
to over 20,000 students. We want to
incorporate the sentiment, and we are
trying to find ways we can honor the
history of the buildings," she said.
Superior Quality
The street-side of the buildings
Gel .Silk Acrylic
present a rusty-colored chocolate
Manicures Pedicures
brown anchoring the first two floors
Airbrush Nail Design
and a coffee-with -cream color midWe IRe Real be; Not Powdet
section. Topped by an off-white top
floor and pumplcin-orange roof, the
10.7 sAt 9.5
buildings are to mirror the style evolving in nearby downtown structures.
Articulated fronts will feature stoops
We look forward to seeing you

continuedfrom page 1

lar

Students have been involved in the
concept for the past two years, including selecting the furniture and colors
of the complex, Hansen said.
"It was accomplished through a variety of surveys and frICUS groups,"
Hansen said. "Input WAS received from
nonresidents and neighborhood
groups as well."
Phase I will house up to 2,279 beds.
Almost 1,500 of those are slated fir
something Hansen said students indicated was vcry important apartment-style living for upper division

Also included in thc first phase are
196 beds that will be used as shortterm housing for new employees and
guests and a resident activity center
offiring a computer lab, meeting and
study spacc, a recreation area, laundry, office space and a convenience
store.
The goal for rental costs, Caret said,
is to price the units at 75 percent to 80
percent below market rates.
Two levels of underground parking
are planned, and first priority of
spaces would go to residents oldie vil-
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study the plants or do experiments
with the garden, Nlyatt said.
Somc of the animals that frequent
the garden are goldfinches, hummingbirds, robins, squirrels and even
hawks.
"If you just sit out there on thc
benches, you’re bound to see some sort
of bird or insect," Selter said.
The only problems they have had
with the animals arc squirrels that
chew on the irrigation tubing, she
said.
"There’s really not much to do about
it," Scher said. "It’s a wildlife habitat.
We adapt."
Selter said she has found bccr bottles
and other litter when she comes to
campus after a weekend. She said the
University Police Department is
patrolling the area more on weekends,
and less trash has been found in the
garden. The majority of people who
walk around the garden are respectful
of it, Setter said.
"Most of the timc people just go out
there to sit and enjoy the naturalness
of it," she said.
Chun Hua Liu, a mechanical engineering junior, said hc likes to conic out
and sit in the garden about twice a day.

"This area, out of the whole campus,
is the most quiet area I can find here,"
Liu said.
Some students said they think the
garden looks unkempt, but Joeston
said that is why she likes it. The garden is supposed to be that way to preserve the natural habitat, Selter said.
"It mav look like it’s out of control,
but it’s still being very carefully contmlled," Selter said. "Everything is
done with a specific intention. It’s not
meant to look meticulous."
Joeston said the garden provides a
peacefid place to escape from classes
and the MASSCS.
"Most of thc benches arc on these
thoroughfares where it’s too distracting because there are so many different people going by," she said.
Because of thc certification, Setter
and the people who help hcr have
been working more to keep the garden
in shape and to continue providing a
habitat fbr animals.
It is like a refuge not only fisr
wildlife but also for people, Scher
said. Shc said shc has even seen one
man practicing tai chi, a Chinese
meditation, in the garden.
"les jUSt SO pleaSillOt." She SAM. "It’S
little place where you go when you
want somc spiritual regeneration."
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teenager WtAilesday dunng clAshes in
Tulkarem, where fighting the day
before claimed five Palestinian lives.
In the village of Ellar, near Ramallah,
a Palestinian was killed when a bomb
he was preparing exploded prematurely, Palestinian security sources said. No
one else was hurt.
And in Hebron, Israeli troops blew
up the home of Akram Hanini, one of
three Palestinian gunmen killed in a
shootout in the city that claimed the
lives of 12 Israeli troops and security
guards Friday. Neighbors said the twostory house was home to nine of
Hanini’s relatives, who were given one
hour to remove their belongings.
In an interview with The Associated
Press, Nlitzna said Tuesdq that daily
violence could not be ended by military
and that he would
ineans alone
begin negotiations without preconditions if elected prime minister.
He also said he would remove Jewish
settlers and Israeli forces from the
Gaza Strip.
Mitzna’s positions stand in surk contrast with Sharon, who says he will not
hold negotiations until all violence
stops and has said he would not deal
with Arafat.
After two years of deadly violence,
Israeli public has turned to the right.
Many blame Arafat’s autonomy government t’or the violence, back Sharon’s
tough military response and have lost
faith in peace negotiations.
A senior Hamas figure, Khaled
Nleshaal, said Wednesday that thc militant Palestinian Islamic group had
taken note of Nlitzna’s election but will
not stop attacks until Israeli troops
withdraw from the West Bank, Gaza
and east Jerusalem.
Palestinian leaders will try to do what
they can to encourage Israeli support
for Nlitzna, but they have little influence over the Israeli public, said
Arafat’s labor minister, Ghassan
Ithatib. "If (the Palestinians) do too
much, it could backfire" and push
Israeli support to Likud, lie said.
Earlier this month, Arafat’s Fatah
faction held negotiations in Cairo with
Hamas, trying to persuade it to stop
suicide bombings. The talks brought
no concrete results, but some
Palestinian officials have said they will
continue.
Recent polls show the bloc of parties
led by Likud likely to win a solid
majonty in the 120-member Israeli
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RAMALLAH, West Bank (AP)
Senior Palestinian officials on
Wednesday welcomed a call by Israel’s
new opposition leader to restart peace
talks but held back outright endorseapparently fearing it would
ment
hurt the ex-general’s chances in
January elections.
Many Palestinians are eager for the
removal of Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon, who during 20 months in
office has ravaged the Palestinian
security forces, waged an intense crackdown against militant groups and sent
troops to reoccupy and impose curfews
on most Palestinian cities in the West
Bank.
Palestinian Parliament speaker
Ahmed Qureia said Ainrarn Mitzna’s
easy victory in the Labor Party primary
Tuesday "renews the hope of reviving
the peace process...ending the violence
and reaching a final solution based on
two states living side by side in peace
and security."
But Sharon’s Likud Party is the heavy
favorite in the Jan. 28 general election,
and some Palestinian officials said
there was little the Palestinians could
do to swing Israeli voters toward
Mitzna.
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
struck the most cautious note. "We are
not interfering in (Israel’s) internal
affairs," Arafat said. "Our hands will bc
extended" to any Israeli leader prepared
to negotiate.
Mitzna told Israeli Radio the
Palestinian statements could be a good
sign.
"If the biggest of ottr enemies is congratulating me on my election, perhaps
that is a sign that in the future there
will be someone with whom to talk and
something to talk about," hc said.
In the West Bank and Gaza Strip,
violence continued. Dozens of Israeli
tanks entered three villages in southern
Gaza early Thursday, residents said,
and destroyed the house of a suspected
four
said
Officials
militant.
Palestinians were slightly wounded.
Residents said soldiers surrounded
the house of a militant activist, ordered
the family out and knocked down the
structure with a bulldozer.
For several months, Israel has
destroyed houses of suspected militants
to try to discourage attacks.
Palestinians and human rights groups
have denounced the practice, charging
that it harms innocent relanves.
Israeli troop’s killed - a Palestiiilla
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Man indicted on extortion charge for
alleging claiming to be girl’s kidnapper

of
ine

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - A
grand jury indicted an 18-year -old
man Wednesday for allegedly trying
to extort S3 million by falsely claiming to be the kidnapper of Elizabeth
Smart.
Walter Kenneth Holloway, of
Charleston, S.C., allegedly sent more
than three dozen e-mails claiming he
was the kidnapper and demanding
ransom.
Smut, then 14, disappeared from
her bedroom June 5. The case
remains unsolved.
Holloway reportedly confessed he
kept up a regular correspondence
with Salt Lake City police and the
Smart family, threatening to hurt the
girl and demanding ransom from her
father.
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He was arrested earlier this month.
The charge of interstate extortion
carries a 20-year term and threatening communications carries a fiveyear term.
Attorncy Lionel Lofton, who represented Holloway at a hearing in
South Carolina, had said Holloway
lives with his family, has a job cleaning a day-care center and has been
schooled at home.
With the indictment in place, federal prosecutors say they will have the
case moved to Utah.
The FBI found Holloway, who
was using the screen name
"Elizabethsmartkidnapper,"
by
serving his Internet service
provider with a subpoena for
account information.

berth on the line for SJSU
continuedfrom page 1
we’re the only (California) state
school in the bowl game."
Not only will the players get the
opportunity to play a bowl game on
their home field, the rest of the country can watch the game on ESPN2.
"Any team that can go to a bowl game
would certainly help recruiting and bragging rights," Shelton said. "With television exposure, with the opportunity to
play that type of game - it’s special."
The national coverage will bring
SJSU the attention that head coach
Fitz Hill would like for recruitment
purposes, Francois said.
"It sets a standard that Coach Hill is
on the right track, and we’re headed in
the right direction," he said. "It can
only help. It’s the best medicine for
bringing people here."

Chuck Bell, athletic director at
SJSU, said a bowl game might also be
the cure for increasing attendance at
games, an essential component to
maintaining Division I -A status once
new NCAA regulations come into
effect in 2004. The requirements
demand at least a 15,000 attendance
rate at home games. SJSU home
games average 8,506, according to the
Spartan Athletics Master Plan.
"We’ve been having trouble getting
fans and students excited," he said.
"(A bowl game) will mean tremendous things."
Shelton said the bowl game is an
event worthy of notice.
"Attendance is key," he said. "This is
an event in this community. You’d be
hard-pressed to find an athletic event
that has so much affect on this community."

SI

LVER I China a big importer of the metal

continuedfrom page 1
Spaniards, while exploring the mountains of Bolivia, discovered the richest
silver mines ever discovered, he said.
The mines, which were located at
15,000 feet, took the average person
two-and-a-half months to reach, he
said.
The large supply of the metal drew
thousands of people to the mountain,
and the population grew from less
than it thousand to 160,000 in five
years.
The largest demand for silver came
from China, he said.
China, which was the end market
for silver, used the metal to back their
paper money, which ended up being
the catalyst in the "silverization" of the
country, Flynn said.
In the mid-15th century, China was
faced with difficult economic times
and, in 1640, began printing more
paper money to compensate for the
economic downfall. This caused inflation, paper money became useless and
silver became the prominent economic driving force, Flynn said.
The Chinese government demanded
taxes be paid in silver, he said.
"A quarter of the world’s population
lived in China at that time," he said.
"They were powerful, urbanized and
sophisticated."
The Chinese demand for silver
caused the rest of the world to react
and supply silver, he said.
"Europeans came into Asian waters,
to begin with, for silver," he said.
"They were the middlemen but not
the dynamic movers."
People from the Americas, the
Philippines and Mexico who transported silver to China played a vital
role in quenching Chinas need for the
metal and used Europe as a stopping
point in the process, he said.
While Europeans were not active
exporters during this time, America
was, Flynn said.
He said some ships that brought silver to China would also bring plants
such as sweet potatoes, corn and
peanuts, all items indigenous to

DANIELLE GILLETT/DAILY STAFF
Dennis Flynn gave a lecture Wednesday afternoon on the how silver relates to the global economy. Flynn
is a visiting professor from the University of the Pacific in Stockton.
America.
These newly introduced crops

could
thrive in areas that were previously
unused and rice, the regions largest
crop at the time, could only be grown
in certain climates, he said.
This resulted in population growth
and was a unifying experience
between the Americas and China, he
said.
"The value of plants was not big by
economic standards, but the ecological effect was immense," he said.
A rise in population was not the only
outcome from silver, however.
Flynn said slavery was a result of sil-

ver trade, as many slaves were
swapped for the coveted metal.
He presented a photo of a tapestry
that dates back to early 16th century
China that depicted slaves working in
the marketplace.
Flynn also said widespread disease
was a result of the silver trade because
germs were dispersed among people
who didn’t have sufficient immunity.
Some students who attended the
event said they were surprised at the
information revealed in the lecture.
Amy Doyle, a senior histoty major,
said she is interested in Asian studies
and was glad to learn of the connec-

TEACHERS. SUBS
and
RECREATION LEADERS
Enjoy working with kids? Join
the team at Small World
Schools, get great experience
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
AGES 5-12 years in our before
newspaper.
and after school rec. programs.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers competitve pay, health
benetits for 30 + hrs, excellent
training, and a fun work environment. We can often offer flexible
hours around your school
FOOD SERVICE ESPRESSO schedule. This is a great job
BARHOST. Part -Time positions for both men and women.
available in busy family style can 408-283-9200. ext. 10 or
restaurant in S’vale. all shifts Fax resume to 408-283-9201.
avail. Flex hrs. $9.25/hr to start.
Call 408-733-9446 or 733-9331. WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Ask for a manager.
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
CASHIER, BARTENDER, DAV individuals to work at nearby
wanted for new SJ Restaurant. malls, hotels & private events.
Apply: 855 N. 13th St. 11am-8pm FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED schedule. Must have clean
For Spring Semester 2003 DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
Great On-Campus Job!
money. Call 408-867-7275.
The Spartan Daily is accepting
student applications for a PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
person to work mornings from Atter-school program for middle
7am-9am delivering the Spartan school girls. Facilitate activities.
Daily to our news stands on utilize
curriculum,
prepare
campus. Must have a CA Drivers reports. 60 girls at two schools.
License. Apply at the Spartan Strong interpersonal, customer
Daily, Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm 203. service, planning, orgainzation,
and follow-through skills a must.
RECEPTIONIST WANTED
12-20 hrs/wk, $10/hr. Send
4 blocks from SJSU
cover letter and resume to Dept:
M -W-F, 8 - 5. (408) 271-7900 PCI, Girl Scouts of Santa Clara
County, 1310 S. Bascom Ave,
PUBLISHING - 2 POSITIONS: San Jose, CA 95128 or
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT:
hrOgirlscoutsofscc.org or FAX
Requires word processing & 408-287-8025. AA/EOE.
proofreading skills. 20 hours/
week, flexible Wage DOE.
HELP GIRLS GROW STRONG
COPYEDITOR /Project Coord:
while you grow your skill portfolio.
and After-school posaions available for
copyediting
Requires
organizational skills. FT. Salary talented and energetic individuals.
DOE. Email resume and cover Visit our web site at
letter to liz 0 rpinet.com
www.girlscoutsofscc org to find out
about current opportunities EOE
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Girt Scouts
Party rental business
Where Girls Grow Strong
Perfect for students!
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliabie truck or van.
Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876.

EMPLOYMENT
General

SMALL LAW OFFICE seeks
someone with clean driving
record. Responsibilities include
driving, filing and making
copies. Knowledge of the Bay
Area a plus. FT or PT positions
available. $9:00 per hour, M-F.
Please call 408-244-4200.

ACTIVITY AIDE, PT/benefits to
work with children ages 13-22
w/developmental disabilities in
San Jose, Monday - Friday, PT.
$9.78/hr. Call Ron Halog
408-295-0228. Resume: 730
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or
fax: 408-275-9858.

GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable. honest, able to
do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115.

TEACHER, KidePark childcare
ctrs. Seasonal positions. Flex
hrs; day, eve, wkends. ECE
units required. fun recreation
program. Team environment.
Centers by Valley Fair and
Oakridge Malls. Call 213-0970,
213-0973, FAX 260-7366, or
email kidspark 0 kidspark. com.

PSYCHOLOGY OR SOCIAL
WORK MAJORS:
HOPE Services, a non-profit
agency which offers a variety of
quality services for adults with
developmental disabilities, is
seeking motivated, enthusiastic
people to work in our Supported
Living department. You will be
providing the support a person
with a disability needs to realize
his or her dream of independence. We have the following
opportunities:
COMPANION: Assist clients
with daily living skills. such as
rocery shopping. P/T, $10/hour
ust have own transportation.
LIVE-IN CAREGIVER: You
will receive free rent in
exchange for being available 5
overnights and providing 10
hours/week training with client.
Experience is preferred.
Contact: Tony at 408-282-0485
or tbandermann Ohopeservices
for more information. All majors
are welcome To learn more
about HOPE. visit our websae
at www hopeservices.org

ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Part-time work available with
flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Internships possible
All majors may appty
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
Earn $85 - $500 per week
Gain valuable experience in
customer service & sales
No experience necessary
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
10am -4pm
Call 615-1500
’WNW. workforstudents.com/sjsu*

LIFEGUARDS, Instructional Life
Guards & Aquatic Specialists, in
San Jose. Monday -Friday, PT.
Call Jacob 295-0228. Resume:
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or fax: 408-275-9858.

PROGRAM COUNSELOR II
Program focusing on self-reflection, expression, and positive
life choices for girls 12-18, at
Juvenile Hall, and other related
locations. Facilitate activities,
create/adapt curriculum, prepare prog delivery per guide
and materials. Strong interpersonal, planning. and followthrough skills a must 10-15
hrs/wk, $12/hr Send cover letter and resume to Dept PCII,
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara
County. 1310 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose. CA 95128 or
hrOgirlscoutsofscc.org or FAX
408-287-8025. AA/EOE.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

*MOVIE EXTRAS* $100-$400/
day. All Looks Needed. No
Experience Required. TV, Music
Videos, Film, Print. Call Digital
Exposure. 1-800-260-3949x3505

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classified@ jmc.sjsu.edu

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars Free information Call 203-683-0258.
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potenhal Local posrtions
1-800-293-3985 ext 559
WANT MORE MONEY???
Don’t have time for another
J 0 B ’7 Earn $300 - $1000
weekly around your schedule!!
For Details Call Now!! (2 minute
Message) 408-977-3014.

Certain alvertisements in
thaw columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
Information.
additional
Classified readers should b
reminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
cerefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupon for discount
vacations or mac han d se.

SERVICES

WORD PROCESSING

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Four
Five
Three
One
Two
Days Days
Days
Days
Day
$11
$13
19
3 lines
16
$7
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
MUMMY DISCOUNTS;
20 + consecutNe issues receive 10, off
40 + consecutive issues: receive 20. off
50 consecutive issues: receive 25% off
Local rates spay to Santa Clara County sclarrillsers
and SJSU students, staff I faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25%

/
Please check
one classification:

Name

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

OFF

re

Hental Housing
_Lost and Found’
Shared Housing
_Announcements
Real Estate
Ph..
_ _Campus Clubs
Services
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek Messages
Health Beauty
_Events
Spartan Daily Classifieds
SporlsTholls
_Volunteers
San Jose State University
Insurance
_ FM Sale
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Entertainment
_Electronics
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Travel
_Wanted
El Deadline 10.00 a m two weekdays before publication
Tutoring
_EMplOyment
II All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
dates
only
publication
In Rates for consecutive
Word Processing
. ,Opportunities
OUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 924-3277
businesses.
persons
or
other
no
discount
for
- Rate applies to private party ads only.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
c,,v & shoo

Lost & Found ads are offered free as a

service to the

Zip code

campus community.

FUNNY SHIRTS
**FREE / FIRST MONTH RENTwww.catholIcablrta.c.dm
Extra large. newly remodeled
4 CHRISTMAS
2 bdrm/1 bath & 2 bdrm/2 full bath
apts. $1099/month and up Also.
3 bdrm/2 bath apt $1199 & up
Will work with you on deposit.
2 blocks from SJSU Water/Trash PREGNANT? Need help? Call
paid. Parking avail Washer/ Drier BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 o
on site Cats OK Well managed 800-550-4900 Free/Confidential
student blrto 40E-378-1409.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
26
29
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
42
44
45
47
49
50
51
54
58
59
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOL v ED

Handed over
Chmb up a pole
Leaning Tower site
Practice
Eggplant color
Belgian river
Zippy flavors
Part of NYU
Uncommon to
Claudius
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01 durable wood
Student’s need
Cozy
Far East temple
Inherrted (2 wds )
Mideast nation
Not cool
Twosomes
Baby seal
Wiedersehen
Put down, slangily
Nov event
Restless
Ham -on-rye source
Asset
Hair foam
TV statuette
Quicksand
- incognita
Never weary
With to Pierre
Persuade
Quota
Shaft locale
Competent
Catty
Husky vehicle
Were rivais
White heron
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FOR SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

SHARED HOUSING

TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS
P/T instructors. elem schools
Degree/Cred. NOT Required. LARGE ROOM IN CHARMING
Owty for teaching exp Need car housel Walking distance to
VM 408-287-4170 x 408 BZEPPE SJSU: 1/3
w/d, phone. cable
$630/mo. Jen 406-0760
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Student Friendly - Will Train
LG MASTER BDRM w/private
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus bath. Campbell. near Prunyard.
408-247-4827
$700/mo. No smokers, no pets.
female preferred. Kelly: 378-5600.
VALET PARKING - Now hiring
for F/T and PIT positions in the ROOM IN HOUSE for rent. Share
San Jose, & Los Gatos area. bath. kitchen, laundry. Near
&
We provide valet service tor public trans $550/mo. 379-7
hotels, restaurants and private
parties. Flexible schedules ROOM AVAIL JAN 1 in 3bd/2ba.
available, days or evenings. Willow Glen, off of Lincoln Av.
Must be neat, well groomed and $508+$500dep, 1/3 util. 293-8499.
be able to provide excellent
customer service. You must ROOM FOR RENT - Looking for
also be able to drive a manual roommate. Shared Housing.
transmission and have a valid Exchange household duties for
CA Drivers License. Starting rent. Mona - 408-248-4464 x17.
pay is $6.75/hr to $8.00/hr plus
tips. 11 you are interested in
working in a fun, fast paced and
team oriented environment,
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
please call us at 408-364-0240. For your term paper or thesia.
Golden Gate Valet parking Experienced. efficient, reliably
services
exacting. I will meet your deadline. Call Grace 831-475-2796
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS or evagrace Oaol.com.
PfT instructors. elem schools.
Degree/Cred. NOT Required NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
Oppty for teachin exp Need car OCCASION, digrtal photography
VM 408-287-417 x 408 ECEAAE services or graphic design?
Infinite Visions has great deals
on weddings, quinceaneras,
graduations, or any other special
event video need. Picture portPROFESSIONAL
folios are also available at a low
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses, term papers. cost. Put your slide show of
group projects, etc profession- your pictures on DVD with your
. favorite song playing at the
.
Experienced & dependable same time For more info call
Almaden/Branham area Call 408-294-1176
Linda for an appointment at
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(408) 264-4504
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year Save 30. - 60. For info
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
call 1-800-655-3225 or
For your term paper or thesis.
WWW studentdental.com or
Experienced, efficient. reliably
gOldellWeStd8fItal.COM
WWW
exacting. I will meet your deadline. Call Grace 831-475-2796
or evagrace0aoloom

PrinlyOUr ad here. Line is 301paces,_includiAg letters, numberA_ punctuation & soces between words.

tion between Asian history and the
history of the world.
"They have finally connected Asian
studics and world studies," she said.
"The world is connected in a way we
never knew before."
Some attendees said they were
impressed with the speakers and
found the event to be beneficial.
"When I read the title (of the lecture), I wasn’t interested," said Pilar
Dixon, an office manager for the
International House. "But these presenters know so much. Now I want to
icnove more. It’s like knowledge walking around."

PHN:
FA X:

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

People magazine
names Affleck
’Sexiest Man Alive’
NEW YORK (AP) Jennifer
Lopez already thought so, and now
People magazine agrees: Ben
Affieck is this year’s "Sexiest Man
Alive," the magazine announced
Wednesday.
The 30-year-old star of movies
including ’The Sum of All Fears"
and "Pearl Harbor" has been everywhere lately, mostly because of his
romance with Lopez.
After rampant speculation, he and
the singer-actress announced their
engagement this month. They also
co-star in the upcoming movies
"Gigli" and "Jersey Girl."
"I didn’t need People magazine to
tell me he’s the sexiest man alive:
Lopez said in the issue, which comes
out Friday. "The difference between
me and People magazine is that he’ll
mill be the sexiest man alive in my
eyes when he’s 100 years old."
Affieck is the 16th man to receive
the magazine’s honor. Last year it
was James Bond star Pierce Brosnan,
and previous winners include Tom
Cruise, George Clooney and Brad
Pitt.
Also induded on the 2002 "wriest"
list are Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld, gospel singer Kirk
Franlclin, "American Idol" judge
Simon Cowell and chef Rocco
DiSpirito.

’El Crimen’ challenges faith
and chastity in Catholicism
The hzghest grosszngfilm
in Mextcan clnema
L
..astory takes provocatme
look at clergymen
By Daniel Lopez
Daily Staff Writer
The swift hand of God. The fear of
being struck down by lightning. The
thought of burning in hell. These
things bring most Catholics to a
quiver but not the peopk in this
story of sexual intrigue.
The story is strong and moves right
along, and if you want to learn about
corruption at all levels of Mexican
society, this movie puts it all out in

REVIEW
the open. From the key players and
the cover up, this movie shows all the
tricks. Anger could arise in the viewer toward the way dealings are conducted and the people that just go
along because those in power control
everything, and the puppets do the

with the help of the town mayor.
dirty work.
Gael Garcia Bernal, star of "Y-Tu Since the money goes toward chariMama Tambien" and "Amores table causes, Amaro is not fazed by
Perms," returns in "El Crimen del the act.
With the hopes of advancing withPadre Amaro,"directed by Carlos
Carrera, in a film about a priest who in the church, all else does not matgets sexually involved with a 16- ter to Amaro. All that he begins to
care about is following along in the
year-old girl.
Padre Amaro (Bernal) is a recently game of corruption. Though serving
ordained priest that is sent to a Gocl is his intention, his actions are
parish in Los Reyes, a small village in to the contrary. Amaro, however,
Mexico. Amaro’s role is to help the does not give much thought to or
PHOTO COURTESY OF ALAMEDA F M
aging Father Benito (Sancho Garcia) sees anythang wrong with breaking
with the duties of running the his vows or accepting drug money.
Padre Amaro, played Gael Garcia Bernal, kisses the hand of the
The movie itself could make your Bishop, played by Ernesto Gomez Cruz, in the Mexican film, "El Crimen
church.
Upon his arrival to Los Reyes, jaw drop to the floor with the twists del Padre Amaro."
Amaro is captivated by the beauty of the plot takes. If you are Mexican or
There was nothing to hate about
a 16-year-old, Amelia (Ana Claudia Catholic, you might need to be other points, they might want to
jump into the movie and grab the this movie except for the characters’
Talancon). Amelia, in a flirtatious reminded that this is just a movie
they
manner, makes her desires for Amaro the people are acting and not attack- people and knock some sense into attitude toward the religion
want to serve Christ, but the hypknown to him. Although Amaro is a ing the culture or the religion. The them.
preist, he is also a man and shares movie opens your eyes to the dark
A captivating part was a baptism ocrites do everything to the contrary.
similar feelings for Amelia. He is underworld of Mexican corruption that Father Benito celebrates at the The English subtitles don’t give the
unable to resist her and gives into his within the church.
drug lord’s home. A corrido, or bal- full effect of the language either, but
This story could happen in real life lad, by Los Razos de Sacramento y you get what is going on. If you liked
manly instincts.
Within the story of betrayal of in any small town in Mexico. The Reynaldo puts the scene into motion "Amores Perros," you should enjoy
vows and chastity, the church itself representation of the celebration of for the party after the baptism. The this movie, although you might have
further corrupts Amaro’s soul. With the mass is enjoyable. You might representation of the townspeople to be Mexican to appreciate it.
the promise of promotion, Amaro want to sing the church songs and and all the characters is excellent. Knowledge of the culture and the
looks the other way or rather choos- recite the prayers as they are done in Some might relate with the charac- role of the church in Mexican sociees to blindly ignore that Father the movie. Some people could come ters in this movie to real-life charac- ty will make this film more enjoyable
Benito is involved with the local away with a greater appreciation for ters, especially those who are familiar and easier to understand. Truly, you
need to see it for yourself
drug lord, laundering money for him the value of the Catholic religion. At with the small towns of Mexico.

’American Idols’ performance painfully dull
By Laura Buckingham
Dady Stay Writer

Two things were evident Sundaz
night when the "American Idols Live
tour stopped at San Jose’s HP
Pavilion: Young girls will scream really loud for pretty much no reason at
all, and eight of the 10 American Idols
probably should have stayed home.
A near sell-out crowd of all ages
came to see the top 10 finalists from
Fox’s popular TV show that pitted
hopeful singers against each other.
expected, the night’s performances consisted only of covers, with the
exception of winner Kelly Clarkson,
who sang her single "Before Your
Love."
The show included individual performances by all of the Idol finalists,
who each sang a song in the order they
were eliminated.
First to take the stage was EjayDay,
whose cover of Janet Jackson’s "Black
Cat" was almost as frightening as his
hair. Day’s normally black, curly locks
were replaced by something I can only
describe as a horribly highlighted,
straight blondish mop. It was difficult
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to concentrate on anything but what
was growing out of his head.
The next seven performances were
equally bland, and it was painfully
clear that America made the correct
choice in eliminating the finalists in
the order they did.
Among the best performances of the
night were runner-up Justin Guarini’s

was, among other things, unnecessary.
After a 20-minute intermission, the
five male Idols reappeared on stage to
cover ’Nsync’s "Pop.
The five women then got together
for En Vogue’s "Free Your Mind,"
though the most notable things about
the performance were their horribly
mismatched outfits and an overabun-

Complete with a mock "Soul Train" dance line,
fireworks and excessive pelvic gyrations, they had me
wishing I could simply press the mute button on my
remote control and just make it go away.
rendition of the Oleta Adams’ ballad
"Get Here" and Clarkson’s versions of
the Aretha Franklin hits "Respect"
and "Natural Woman:"
Theworst performances of the night
came from Jim Verraros, who offered a
schmaltzy cover of The Commodores’
"Easy" and AJ. Gil’s performance of
Stevie Wonder’s "My Cherie Amour,"
which included a dance sequence that

dance of sequins.
Since a concert featuring the
American Idol contestants would not
be complete’voithout att of them getting together to .perform a medley or
two, I couldn’t say I was surprised
when it happened. I was, however, not
at all impressed.
Medleys are often dreadful by definition, and the Idols’ Motown medley

certainly lived up to that expectation.
Complete with a rp9ck "Soul Train"
dance line, fireworks and excessive
pelvic gyrations, they had me wishing
I could simply press the mute button
on my remote control and just make it
go away.
Though it was obvious that many of
the Idols had been worIcing with a
voice coach since thc show aired, they
still came off looking and sounding
more like cruise ship lounge acts than
anything else.
other disappointment was that
Clarkson, or the Atnerican Idol producers, opted not to include her popular single "A Moment Like This in
the set list.
I didn’t expect a whole lot from the
concert, but I had hoped I would like
the live shcnv more than the TV version. Sadly, that was not the case.
I guess I should look on the bright
side I was home by 10 p.m.
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I- mete will is a large gathering of Christian Students
during winter break in Albuquerque, New Mexico this
year. This event is sponsored by the Council for
Ecumenical Student Ministries which includes the
Episcopal Church, United Methodist. Christian Church,
Evangelical Lutheran, United Church in Christ, and the
National Catholic Student Coalition.
This every two year national event is always lots of fun.
interesting and challenging to your faith.
Check out the web site. it you are interested in
attending. notify me for scholarship and travel information. The deadline (without penalty) is November 18th.
http.//www.cescm org/c4 homepage.html
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Maria Shriver stalker restrained
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Television journalist Maria Shriver
has obtained a restraining order
against a man she claims is stalking
her.
Shriver, who reports for NBC’s
"Dateline," filed the request July 23
for a restraining order against Bruce
Fiorani, 45, alleging he made harassing voicemail messages and tried to
confront her at work, court documents
showed.
Fiorani is believed to be from
Warren, Mich.
On Aug. 14, a judge issued a
restraining order barring Fiorani
from coming within 100 yards of
Shriver and her four children for
three years.
Shriver, the 47-year-old wife of actor
Arnold Schwarzenegger, said Fiorani

had been leaving messages for her at
NBC for more than a year. He initially claimed he was a high school friend,
although he was a "complete stranger,"
she wrote in court documents.
The calls eventually arrived on
almost a daily basis, Shriver’s assistant,
Julia Page, wrote in court documents.
Shriver, a niece of former President
John F. Kennedy, said she became
concerned about Fiorani after he left
her a series of phone messages on July
14 saying that he had just returned
from the Kennedy compound in
Hyannis, Mass., where he was looking
for her and her family; that he was
coming to Los Angeles; and later that
he had arrived and intended to find
her.
In a transcript of one message,
Fiorani was quoted as saying he need-

ed to speak with Shriver to get help
with his pension benefits.
Many of the voicemails end with
Fiorani urging "all the best to you,
Arnold and the kids," according to the
documents.
Shriver said the man also twice tried
to get inside NBC Studios in Burbank
to see her, claiming to be her ex-husband.
"I have never met Mr. Fiorani; I have
no idea why he flew to Los Angeles to
try and confront me; and, I have certainly never been married to him,"
Shriver wrote.
"I am now fearful for the safety of
me and my family," she wrote.
Allison Gollust, NBC News spokeswoman, said Wednesday that neither
NBC nor Shriver would have any
comment.

As an engineer in
the U.S. Air Force,
there’s no telling what
you’ll work on.
(Seriously, we can’t tell you.)

Queen Latifah arrested in Hollywoo d for alleged DUI
tbr the single
found that she was under the influLOS ANGELES (AP) Actress"
rapper Queen Latifah was arrested ence," he said. "It was a routine arrest." " .N.I.T. rrthrinance
The artist, who was driving a 2003
Wednesday for investigation of
early
driving under the influence of alcohol,
a California Highway Patrol official
said.
The 32-year-old hip-hop star was
driving in North Hollywood when she
was stopped about 3:15 a.m. for making an unsafe lane change, officer Alex
Dclgadillo said.
"Once she has made contact, they

Cadillac Escalade, presented a valid
New Jersey driver’s license bearing her
given name, Dana Owens, and then
failed a sobriety test, Delgadillo said.
Latifah had a supporting role in this
year’s romantic comedy "Brown
Sugar" and is one of the stars of the
upcoming movie "Chicago."
She won a Grammy Award for best

Jay-Z bumps Eminem in album charts
NEW YORK (AP) Jay -Z once
again proved he has the blueprint for
reaching the top of the album charts.
The rapper s latest disc, "The
Blueprint 2: The Gift & The Curse,"
debuted at No. 1, selling about 545,000
copies during its first week in stores,
according to industry figures released
Wednesday.
A year ago, his album "’The Blueprint"
debuted at the top spot and stayed there
for three weeks.
Jay-Z bumped the "8 Mile" sound-

track down to No. 2. The disc, which
contains music from rapper Eminem’s
movie of the same name, sold another
44313,000 copies for a total of 1.6 rnillion.
Missy
Another
rapper,
"Misdemeanor" Elliott, debuted at No.
.3 with her latest,"Under Construction."
It sold nearly 259,000 copies.
And "Riot Act," the first studio album
from Pearl Jam since 2000, reached the
fifth spot during its first week in stores,
selling about 166,000 copies.
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Between 3rd and 4th Street
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United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead
of what you’ll touch in the private sector. and as a new
engineer you’ll likely be involved at the ground level of new
and sometimes classified developments. You’ll begin leading
and managing within this highly respected group from day

one. Find out what’s waiting behind the scenes for you in
the Air Force today. To request more information, call
1 -800 -423 -USAF or log on to airforce.com.
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